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I. O. O F. AND REBEKAH
A FORMER ROY COY MAKES BASE BALL GAME CALLED SCHOOL BOARD. HOLDS
CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
GENTRY BROTHERS TRAINANT MEETING ELECT
ON ACCOUNT OF RAIN
LODGES GIVE FAREWELL.
GOOD
ED ANIMALS SHOW WILL.
TEACHERS
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EXHIBIT IN ROY SATURMahoney,
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of
the
The base ball game between- COMING YEAR
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DAY MAY 20
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his
of
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north
The Board of Education of the local lodge hall Monday even- was very pleasantly
mer resident of Roy was one of the third inning last Sunday
surprised
The season of 1922 will
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when
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the
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First
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of
in
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meet recently
wife and children plan- popular firm and many improvethe boys out. The ional Bank last Monday evening. Mr. and Mrs. H. P. German, who estimable
at the Western Texa3 State Nor- rain drownedbeing
ned
a
surprise
for him by invit- ments have been made in their
very loosely All members of the Bvrd were are leaving this community to ing
mal at Canyon, Texas. Stephen game was
a
number
of
neighbors and already excellent show. An en
Russel and James Patman com- played on both sides, altho the present at the meeting. After become residents of Wichita. friends to their home aná convintire wild animal arena has been
posed the Clarenden team and pitching by Williams for the Roy the readings of the minutes of Kansas.
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he
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rather
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e
splendid
previous
the
taking
program
and
was
sevthey were victorious over
that he had passed another mile- in this city and a stirring new
of some minor matters the pared by the two lodges, making stone in Jifes journey.
eral western Texas towns. They having 8 strikeouts in the 3
patriotic spectacle will also be
will now represent Western Tex- innings. Williams looks like a Board proceeded to elect1 teach- - the evening a very pleasent one
Yes Mr Mahoney was surpri seen here for the first time. The
we
the
predict
and
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that
'and
next
school
all
enjoyed
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year.
for
the
very
themselves'
as at the Annual State Meet at
sed, and in fact, he said he did Gentry Brothers program has
Austin, Texas which will be Roy team will clean up the ma- Professor Cameron Bazzill of much. Beautiful gifts were pre- - not know he had so many friends always given
the best of satisthey
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of
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the
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to
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both
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mended and is one of the strong ed to by Mr. and Mrs. German
friend's here congratulate him on teams she has
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Ml!" ha th
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school men of the state. He has who thanked the members for 8?me- ,fvf n "nder thf
his success and we expect some for years. Come out Sunday
s
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the
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being
day to hear of Steve
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that
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Performing wild animal s rnn- A prairie fire that threatened Knox Bell Miss KatherineShot- - rillo. Texas, also by a number of
number of other papers had
many more such happy birth- - gating of lions, leopards, pumas
to do great damage, broke out well, Miss Jennie Thornton and local members of the two lodges.
write ups about the debate.
and other species of forest bred
During
a
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delicious davs
the
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not
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how
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all
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Saturday.
and
ing here Friday
them
Mr. and Mrs. Ger divulge his age. but we all know been affixed to the trademark of
James Patman and Stephen Rus- fighting the flames and they the eighth grade, she is at pres- man wished
Many- - new
Godspeed in their new that he is on the bright side of this popular firm.
sell were the winners of the Sen- were quickly extinguished, but ent the seventh grade teacher.
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iors Boys' debate while Eugene however, had
Mr. and Mrs. German were rest
some
the patrons of Gptrv Bros.
Smith was beyond the class of lot of good pasture and was to the seventh crade: sho wns among the best attendants of Mr. and Mrs Mahoney
are am- - Shows which will exhibit here on
formerly a teacher in the eighth
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HOME
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Florfinals were Miss Fannie
third and fourth grades Mr E ful, in the upbcilding of these fine family here and they are as the new department of per-ARY SOCIETY ENTER-TAINence Sims, xho won third place
wild jmals.
among those who have made v fern'
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D. Choate and Miss Etna Floer-shei- splendid orders.
in the Senior Girls' declaration;
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novelties that are new
success.
for
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Kansas
left
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other
fine
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not
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Mary
Joe Chamberlain,
Miss
definitely decided which grades where they will visit friends for and the hrge ranch thoy now to this show will take part in the
who won third place in the JunThe Indies Home Missionary would be given to
weeks before permanantly own is ample proof that they urocession and1 all the little folks
each, but this
ior Girls' declaration ; and Alvin Society of the M. E.,Church was
locating
at Wichita.
have made good The S. A. ex- - should be on hand to see the
Landers, won third place in the delightfully entertained May 3rd will be decided later. Mrs Choate
-.
congratulations to Mr, Ma- - dogs, ponies and elephants in
Floer-rsheitends
"was
; Miss
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r
mile run.
at the home of Mrs. I. C; Dodds,
Roy girt,, having " F. M. Hughes, a prominent honey and wishes him many, ma parade dress,
a
is
The first team to fall before the charming young matron. spent practically all
- -her life ii? merchant of Solano, was a busi- - ny more Useful1 years of life on
Patman and Russell was the Mrs. Gerald '.Dodds acting as Roy and is a graduate
.
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all day Thurs-th- e
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ness
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McNeil,
of Kep- B.
J.
Claude team ; the second team hostess. - The spacious rooms Springer High School.
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For
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was
in
the
that they met in ,the prelimin- were delightfully decorated in First primary .Miss Lillie PearSheriff Spivey of Mosquero supplies Tuesday.
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aries was theAmarillo High pink and white tulips. An in- son of Mounds. Okla.", wás em-- :
u. tí. ianie oí me ijraaiey passea tnrougn iíoy íuesaay en-- i
School team; and Canyon and teresting program was rendered ployed and fo
the second primary neighborhood, was trading with route home from Las Vegas! The Kitty will arrive at the
Clarenden went into the final3 by some of' the members "and Mrs. Carr of this placet..
the Roy merchants Wednesday where he had taken John Linson Community Hall Tuesday eve- re-and
music
Saturdav evénincr. with the ! friends, consisting of
'
I
- T
i.
to the State Hospital.
of this week.
The
had
Board
a
tremenduous
) mug may ovin.
ser
A
banquet
was'
xur
a
wie recitations.
sun oi great vicuuy
applicants
to
choose
number,
of
local boys, and they have bought ved by the hostess assisted by
home the beautiful loving cup, Mrs. Dodds Sr. The members ftom and it was hard to decide
'
the second time that the cup has and friends of the society gave in some cases ju3t who to choose
come here within the last three a miscellaneous shower to two of but the Board used home people
years. The local boys held the their young members and recent- where ever their qualification?
affirmative of the question: ly charming brides, daughter? were equal to those from other
"Resolved that Emigration into- of the H. A. Gray's. Mrs. Al places, hence the electing of sc
the" United) States should be Davenport and Mrs. Ellis Aber- - many home teachers.-- .
prohibited for a period of two mtthy. It- was a surprise to
It was decided to start the
years."
them when the President. Mrs. school on the first Monday ir
C. L. Justice, requested that they September which will be Sept
d
H. B. Jones president of the be
and each in tuvr ember 5th, and if it is possible
First National Bank was attend- drew from the massive baskets to have the new building done
ing to business in Roy the first which were set on the library open in the present quarters.
Mike McGuire, our present
of the week.
table various packages. After a!l
jj
cf the presents were taken from efficient jaritor was
for the next year which mean?
the basket they were given perHENDRICKS TO SPRINGER
mission to look. Quite a few we will have the best school
Professor Hendricks, superin- useful presents were received. janitor in the, state again.
if
school the Those participating in the afterT. A. Brown of the
tendent of
were:
past year has been elected sup- noons entertainment
Construction Co., war
C. L. Justice, Richard employed to salvage the old burr
erintendent of the Springer
Schools for the coming school Kilmurry," A. Paxton,. E. P. ed school building and to make
term, at a nice increase of sal- Brown, G. N. Ames, G. Kitchell, all the necessary arrangements
ary. Mr. Hendricks came to P. Gibson, W. H. McCarger, M. for the
of the build
" LW. S5xaw. FROCKS)
the Roy Schools from Dalhart, McGuire, S." Strirkland. C. W. ing. Several other matters were
FROCKS I
"CV.
in w.wiew. si&
Texas, where he had previously Hooper, S. E Paxton, F S. Brown brought up and disposed oí , the
been in the school work and P. C. Haines, L. Bess Al Daven- most important was the asking
took over the school work here port, Ellis Abernathy, I. C. for bids-- on the five truck
last July and his work here will Dodds, Gerald Dodds and Miss routes for the next school term.
end June 30th. Mr. Hendricks Lucile Kennedy, Dollie Brown These bids will be opened the
was not an applicant for the Nellie Kitchell, Jessie Fender first Monday in June. '
Superintendency here but de- and Martha Simmons.
Communication was received
The next meeting of the so- by the Board from Lawyers Holcided to change locations and
of
hoine
at
the
held
his election at Springer took ciety will be
ly and
that they had
Miss Jessie Fender on May 17th. petitioned the Supreme Court
place Monday evening.
for a rehearing on the County
High School Debenture case.
The Supreme .Court has not yet
decided whether they will reopen
the case or not.
The next meeting of the
Board will be the first Monday
'.'. IV'.
evening in June.
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Children's Quality Gingham Dresses

These children's dresses, made of the highest
quality gingham, will be put on sale at $1.95.
You cannot buy the gingham and malee them
for this price, so come early while the selection
is complété.

"

WE SELL

-

PLAY BALL
The base ball fans will have
an opportunity to see a good
game of ball next Sunday afternoon when the Roy team will
cross bats with the strong Loretta team from Dawson. The
game will be called at 2 P M.
sharp. An admission of $.25 will
be charged everyone to see the
game.
The suits for the Roy team
have arrived and the boys will
appear in their new uniforms
Sunday, so everyone come out
and root for your home team.

Wire, Nails and Stock Salt
Garden and Field Seeds
Furniture and Caskets
A Full Line of General Merchandise and Meats

ROY TRADING COMPANY
A Profitable Place to Trade,

,

.Gentry Bros. Show will appear
in oiip citv next Saturday. May
20th. rain or shine. The large
tent wil be nitehed in tne laree
field, 'opposite the railroad stock
- ;
pens, '

DELINEATOR
SUBSCRIBERS
The June Delineators are
here. Subscribers please
call for their copy.

TT"Ml
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Strength, Health, Vigor

PRST WELL
DAY IN 6 YEARS

set
Baby Carriages OFunúüm

Citizen Could Neitner
Huntington
8leep Nor Eat With Any eat
(faction Before He
Got Tanlac.

Ask Your Local Dealer
Write Now
for e

I had not
"Before taking . Tanlac
,
.. cal. I
noon
a wall
SIX y euro.
flnv
in
.
"
22ud St., Hunting
W. It. Peoples,
ton, W. Va.
"It seemed like I had lost my ueaiin
for good. I could neither sleep nor
eat with satisfaction. 1 was dbuij
down, nervous, had no appetite
und had to force down every mouthful
I ate. Even then my food soured. I
would fill up with gas until I had Intense pains in my stomach and chest
Headache almost drove me mad, rheumatism In my arms, shoulder and blps
kept me In pain all the time, and I
had to force myself to work.
"Tanlac went right after my troubles.
On four bottles I gained ten pounds
and the rheumatism and stomach
trouble soon left me. My wife has
given a statement about the good Tanlac did her, and I am glad to add my
endorsement of this wonderful medi
cine."
Tanlac Is sold by all good druggists.

By BOOTH TARKINGTON
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(Kta. fciox CfcomU! Work, fiMMil
Booklet
.,
chief showing out of the coat breast that we shouldn't be quite so much
Her Time Taken Up Now.
pocket or not, and, IT It was righ-t- distressed by your being seen with a na
OUT WALKING.
Brother, a year younger thun Ethel,
ought the handkerchief to have a col girt who dressed In better taste and
had fallen down and she had helped
ored border or to be plain white? But seemed to have some notion of refine
Synopsis. With his grandfather.
Tie Lkwd Mamif actorinc Company
blm up and brushed his clothes In a
mail Ramsey Milholland is watchhe had never before brought any such ment, though of course It's only nnt
Of is ti WakffiM U.)
motherly fashion when along came
ing the "Decoration Dar Parade"
to
perplexities.
his
father,
found
and
ural
she
wouldn't,
a
who
with
father
in the home town. The old gentle
aunty and radiantly announced, "How
, Michigan
(16)
himself too diffident to set them forth is just a sort of ward politician, I un
man, a, veteran of the Civil war.
would you like a new baby sister?"
However,
when
be left the bouse derstand, and a mother we don't know,
endeavors to impress the youngEthel glared at her Indignantly and
a
ster with the significance of the
few minutes later, he boldly showed and of course shouldn't care to. But,
great conflict, and many years aftthen hotly flashed, "Say, aunty, don't
an
Inch
of
purple
!
border
above
Rainaey
you
your
the
to
oh,
If
make
had
PñTEHTS el-v- s
erward the boy was to remember
you think I have enough on my hands
pocket; then, as be saw himself about self s conspicuous why couldn't you
his words with startling vividness.
'la ITIrtm nt iimi
now with brother without taking care
twiinliH
to
encounter several old lady pedes be a little bit more fastidious? Your
in ine schoolroom, a few years
of any extras?"
afterward. Ramsey is not distin
trians, he blushed and thrust the hand- father wouldn't have minded nearly so
guished for remarkable ability,
kerchief down Into deep concealment much if it had been a
Skin
Ladies
though his pronounced dislikes are
Having gone a block farther, he puUed intellectual girl. We both say that if
A REWARD OF $5,000.00
arithmetic, "Recitations" and Gerit up again ; and so continued to oper you mutt be so ridiculous at your age
man. In sharp contrast to RamClear,
Healthy
sey's backwardness is the precocity
Would be a small amount to nnv
ate this badge of fashion, or unfashion, as to persist In seeing more of one girl
of little Dora Yocum. a young lady
Soap
throughout the morning; and suffered than another, why, oh, why, don't you
for saving a man's life. If you could
whom In his bitterness he denomisave your me lor a dollar bill would
a great deal thereby.
go and see some really nice girl like
nates "Teacher's PeL" In high
Talcum
you hesitate to spend it? You risk
Meantime, his father, rather relieved Dora Yocum?"
school, where he and Dora are
BIBLE ASCRIBED TO SATAN your life everytime you drive vour
classmates, Ramsey continues to
that Bamsey had not told his secret,
Ramsey was already dangerously
feel that the girl delights to manicar in the rain because you can't see
THET8PBEAD
whatever It was, dismissed the episode distended, as an effect of the earlier
fest her superiority, and the
KM
DISSA8B
Evil One Declared to Have Assisted through your windshield. A dollar
from
his
mind
daisy vlv EíLLEB ttrvu tn4
and
vi
Mrs.
Mil
Joined
generates
he
"of
part
becomes
her discourse, and the word
bill sent to the Baltimore
u
ag ss. Nt, c1m, omtmroul. mwm sod
Monk to Perform Work, for
holland at the front doer, ready for "fastidious" almost exploded him; but
alarming, culminating in the resoCorporation, Baltimore, Maryland,
Price.
Fearful
a
on iui or muí.
lution that some day he will
church.
upon this climax, "Dora Yocum," he
will ensure you having a clear wind"show" her. At a class picnic Ram7MwAl not anil or tnfnro
"Where's Ramsey?" he asked,
shield for the next three years, as
sey Is captured bag and baggage
blew up with a shattering report and,
famous"
copies
of
most
One
of
the
u A II i
"lie's gone ahead " she answered. leaving fragments of Incoherence
by Milla Rust, the class beauty,
their preparation is guaranteed to
FLY KILLER
one
Is
the
existence
the Scriptures in
buttoning her gloves as they went
and endures the agonies of his first
at roar dealer or
behind bim, fled shuddering which bears the curious title, "The keep your glass as clear as a sumlove.
aJong. "I heard the door quite a little from
mer's day. Nothing like it on the
BASOLO KjHZUB. 1M lie'iilb aré. Broakln. H. X.
house.
the
Devil's Bible." It is an exquisite piece market One application will last as
while ago. Perhaps he went over to
For the rest of the school term he of workmanship, Inscribed on 300 long as a rain storm even if it lasts
Think It Over.
walk down with Charlotte and Vance.
walked home with Milla every after asses' skins, and was taken to Stock- a month. It is absolutely guaranteed
CHAPTER V.
An eminent French doctor declares
Did you notice how neat he.Iooks this
noon and on Sundays appeared to have holm at the conclusion of the Thirty to give satisfaction or money refundmorning?"
that love la a disease of the emotions.
ed. Send for it today and be preYears war.
The next morning Ramsey came Into
Not being cynics, we should describe
Why, no, I didn't; not particularly.
According to tradition this Bible pared for the next rain storm. Admarriage an a long and pleasant con-- his father's room while Mr. Milholland Does heT- was the work of a poor monk who vertisement.
was shaving, an hour before church
valescence. London Opinion.
"I never saw anything-likIt be
was condemned to death for some
time,
cynical,
though,
slightly
and
became
it
apparent that the fore," said Mrs. Milholland. "He only
Isn't tliat
Letting Him In.
defection, but was told that the sen
son had something on bis mind, though has three neckties,
cousin 7 Boston Transcript.
but I saw him sev
young gentlemen!"
"Well,
well,
tence would be commuted If he would
for a while he said nothing.
eral times in each of them. He must
the affable old person. "I'd
copy
on
skins
out
asses'
the
entire
An Elaborate Menu.
you
Wd
want anything, Ramsey?" have kept changing and changing. I
Bible in a single night He agreed give a great deal to be able to join
"I understand the Laplanders eat
"Well"
She paused.
wonder"
to try to do it but finding the taRk In your sport."
randies." "Must be a big to do o.er
"Didn't want to borrow my razors?"
I'm glad he's begun to take a little
"Stick around, grandpop," said one
too great, made a compact with the
a birthday cake."
"No, sir- care of his appearance at last I'll
"If we knock this
devil to exchange his soul for. the sturdy youngster.
air. Jlllholland chuckled. "I hardly have to take a look at blm and give
required transcript
devil kept ball through somebody's window we'll
The
supposed so seriously! Shaving Is a him a word of praise. I suppose he'll
his part of the bargain, and the work let you go for it" Birmingham
.
great nuinre and the longer you keep be In the pew when we get there."
was finished on time. The monk's
away from it the better. And when
But Ramsey wasn't In the pew; and
life was spared by his marveling
you do, you let my razors alone, young Charlotte, his sister, and her husband,
Shave With Cuticura Soap
Judges, but tradition Is silent as to
fuller !"
who were there, said thev hadn't seen
And double your razor efficiency as
bow he kept his end of the agreement.
I
"les, sir.", (Mr. Milholland's razors anything of bim. It was not until the
well as promote skin purity, skin comRamsey
had already members of his family were on their
Lost Them Since.
fort and skin health. No mug, no
Ton know the kind we mean. It were safe.
way
achieved one of his own, but he prac- home after the services that they
Bobble How did ye hurt yer hand? slimy soap, no germs, no waste, no Irricomes in a beautiful velvet-line- d
caught a glimpse of him. tlced the art In secret.)
Been fightin'?
tation even when shaved twice dally.
leather case and arrives on your birth
They were passing a church a little
"What is it you really want Ram
Eddie Yep. Those were awful One soap for all uses shaving bathing
day or Christmas. And when you
distance
from their own ; here the con
sharp teeth Sammy . Jones used to and shampooing. Advertisement
have company, and they talk pipes, sey?"
gregatlon was Just emerging to the
"I guess I don't want anything."
have. Life.
you go to the drawer, pull out your
open, and among the sedate throng
"Money?"
Next Day, All Right
fancy pipe, polish it with the palm of
"No, sir. You gay' me some Fri descending the broad stone steps ap
She (daring spat) It's a story for
Daily Thought.
your band and perhaps fill it up and
peared an accompanied Ramsey and
day."
Truly there Is a tide in the affairs you to say I grabbed you up quick.
smoke with your best company
Mr. Milholland turned from his mir a red, red Ramsey he was when he
manners.
of men; but there is no Gulf stream You know very well that when you
proposed I didn't say "yes" until the
setting forever in one direction.
ror mm iookcq over tne euge or a beheld his' father and mother and sisAnd then, when all the folks have towel
staring up at
Lowell. "
next day.
at his son. In
boy's eyes ter 'and brother-ln'-Ia(one or before they have gone, if there was such a dumb the
He That's right, you didn't.
I
agony of Inter him from the pavement below. They
they stay too long you Teach for
were kind enough not to come to an
'
In Fact
rogation
Increases
m. and you acproposed
p.
11:59
at
the
was
a
that
father
little
your favorite briar, fill her up just
absolute halt but passed slowly on,
Wifey "Marriage soon ceases to cepted me at 12:01 the next morning.
right, and then the world is pretty startled.
Evening After Evening They Walked be a matter of billing and cooing."
so that he was Just able to avoid pa
Boston Transcript
Why,
Is
It, Ramsey?
what
Have
good again. The people who seemed
and Walked and Walked.
Hubhy "Oh, the billing part continues
" He paused, frowning and won rading up the street in front of them
you
ago
few
minutes
look
bores
a
terrible
In hoarse whispers, Mrs. Milholland
all right"
Blushes are also only skin deep.
dering. "You haven't been getting in
like regular human beings as you see
chided
her husband for an exclama uecome a resolute Baptist it was
some
to
you
mess
want to tell me
them through a transparent blue haze
supposed
(by
the
Interested
members
tion he had uttered. "John I On Sun
about, have you?"
of curling smoke. In the meantime,
of the
class) that Ramsey
day ! You ought to be ashamed.
"No,
sir."
been
relegated
pipe
has
fancy
to
the
and Milla were "engaged." Ramsey
I couldn't help It," he exclaimed
His tone was meek, but a mute dis- Its glorious case for another period of
sometimes rather supposed they were
Who
on
his
Is
clinging
earth
vine?
tj tress lurked within It, bringing to the Why, she's got lavender tops on her himself, and the dim idea gave
oblivion.
him a
fathers mind disturbing suspicions.
sensation partly pleasant, but mostly
It'f the same with tobacco, too. and foreshadowlngs of Indignation and shoes and "
Somebody smoking a fancy brand
Don't look round!" she warned him apprehensive; he was afraid.
of pity. "See here, Ramsey," he said,
He was afraid that the day was com
offers you his pouch, and just to be a "If there's anything you
sharply. "Don't"
want to ask
ing
when be ought to kiss her.
good fellow you take a pipeful (feeling
"Well,
he
doing
what's
at a Baptist
me, or to tell me. you'd better out with
little pang of conscience as you push it and get It over. Now,
church?
fidgeting
he
What's
at
his
what Is It?
CHAPTER VI
the unfamiliar tobacco into your pet
handkerchief about? Why can't he
"Well It Isn't anything." .
h
pipe). And you smoke it. It may be
walk like people? Does he think it's
"Are you sure?"
Vacation, In spite of Increased leis
very good tobacco. Perhaps you can't
eyes fell before the severe obligatory to walk home from church ure, may
Ramsey's
bring inconvenience to people
even decide what, if anything, is the
like Swedes on
aod piercing gaze of bis father. "Yes, anchored
should be made'
Ramsey's
strange but not uncom
in
matter with it.
Sunday
a
Is
Who
Out?
this
sir.
mon
condition.
home
At
his
constant
artistic, sanitary
But it isn't your brand, and when
Mr. Milholland shook his head doubt fat girl that's got him, anyhow?'
Hush! Dont look round again. air was that of a badgered captive
you get near the end, perhaps just a fully: then, as his son walked slowly
livable.
plaintively silent under injustice; and
little hastily, you knock out the fancy out of the room, be turned to complete joiin.
he
found
to
it
dlfllcult
reply
calmly
"Never fear!" said her husband, hav
tobacco and pull out your own, fear. These walls should be Alabastined in the latest,
ing disobeyed.
"They've turned off; when asked where he was going an
pouch appear
ful lest the
they're crossing over to Bullard street, Inquiry addressed to him, he asserted,
nature color tints. Each room should
again and you may have to refuse
every time he touched his cap, even
Who Is It?"
gently but firmly.
your
reflect
own
individuality and the treatment,
I think her name's Rust," Mrs. Mil to hang It up!
throughout
be
a
complete
Have you had such an experience?
perfect harmony in colors.
'4 holland Informed
The amount of evening walking he
him. "I don't know
And isn't it almost worth it to know
did
must
also
a
have
been
trial
to
his
what
her
does.
father
She's one of
The walls of the old home, whether mansion or cottage, can be
how much you really like your L
the girls In his class at school. It nerves, on account of fatigue, though
made just as attractive, just as sanitary, through tho intelligent use of
ground
the
covered was not vast. Mil- would be pleasanter If he'd taken
fancy to someone whose family be la's mother and father were friendly
We don't claim that Edgeworth
people, but saw no reason to "move
pleases every man. But we do want
longs to our own circle."
very pipe smoker to try Edgeworth
Taken a fancy !" he echoed, hooting, out of house and home," as Mr. Rust
to find out for
Wby, he's terrible! He looked like said, when Milla had "callers"; and
himself if it isn't
goldfish that's flopped it on account of the Intimate plan of
a
their small dwelling a visitor's only
just the taste and
self out of the bowl. Why. he "
f strength to suit
"I say I wish If he felt that he had alternative to spending the evening
him.
to take girls anywhere," said Mrs. Mil with Mr. and Mrs; Rust as well as
holland, with the primmest air of with ililla, was to Invite her to "go
We gladly take
It is absolutely necessary if you expect Alabastine results that
speaking to the point "if this sort of out walking."
the burden of proof
you ask for and secure Alabasúnt,
Evening
thing
evening
after
begin,
they
must
I
wish
might
he
walked
on our own shoul
have
selected some nice girl among the and walked and walked, usually in
V01 domines under various names and
ders. So we will
insist on the package
daughters of our own, friends, like company at perhaps the distance of
with the cross and circle printed in red. That is the only way to be
send generous
half a block with Albert Paxton and
Dora Yocum, for instance.
samples of
sure you are getting the genuine Alabastine.
Upon the spot she began to undergo Sadie Clews, though Ramsey now and
Edgeworth,
Alabastine is easy to mix and apply, lasting in its results, and
the mortifications of a mother who then felt disgraced by having fallen
both Ready-Rubbabsolutely sanitary.
has expected her son, Just out of in- into this class; for sometimes It was
and
Plug Slice, to
fancy, to look about him with the eye apparent that Albert casually had his
Akbaine .T powder, put up in
package, white and beauarm about Sadie's waist This allured
of a critical matron of forty-fivany pipe
tiful tint, ready to mat
and use by the addition of cold wateiand with full direc- Moreover, she was Indiscreet enough Ramsey somewhat, but terrified him
smoker who will ask for it.
pacaage. awry packagi genumi
u.
"u.
to express her views to Ramsey, a more. He didn't know how such matMIX IN OH
I Alabaitttu ha cross and circle printed In red.
Send us a postcard with your name
MiHirrc with
week later, producing thus a scene of ters were managed.
IHIONlYTOOt
Better write us for
COLD WATTft
e
and address, and we'll put the samples
color deKtroUTOAPflf
Usually the quartet had no destina
great
fury
useless
no
and
little
sound.
and
special
signs
suggestions.
Give us your decorinto the hands of Uncle Sam's mesthey
tion;
I
In
very
do
went
poor
"out
think
Just
It's
walking"
problems
taste
ative
let
and
us help you work them out
sengers just as quick as we can. Then,
"And When You Do, You Let Mv to see so much of any one girl, Ram- until ten o'clock, when both girls had.
when you get them, light up your pipe,
be
home and the boys did, too.
sey," she said, and, not heeding his to
Alabastine
Razors Alone, Young Feller!" ,
puff away to your heart's content and
protest that he only walked home from but never admitted it On Friday eve1655 CrsndvUls Ave. Grand Rapids. Mich
you can be the whole jury and the his toilet in a somewhat uneasy
frame school with Milla, "about every other nings there was a "public open-ai- r
conJudge. If you like Edgeworth and of mind. Ramsey had
undoubtedlv
day," and that It didn't seem any cert" by a brass band In a small park.
buy
you
can
will
at
you
hope
it
we
wanted to say something
your dealer's by the package, tin or the boy's expression had to him nd crime to him Just to go to church with and the four were always there.
shown that her a couple o' times, Mrs. Milholland
jar.
the matter In question was serious, went on : "But if you think you really
Address your card for free samplet
distressing, and, it might be, critical. must be dangling around somebody
Ramsey kisses Milla and fat
to Larus & Brother Co., 000 South
In fact it was to Ramsey. Having quite this much though what in the
steps in to separate them and
Virginia.
Richmond,
Street,
21st
begun within only the last few hours world you find to talk about with this
"everything's all over."
'To Retail Tobáceo Merchants: It to regard haberdashery as of vital Im- funny little Milla Rust your poor fayour Jobber cannot supply you with portance, and believing his father to ther says he really cannot see and
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Combe possessed of the experience and au- of course It seems very queer to us
pany will gladly send you prepaid by thority lacking In himself, Ramsey had now when your mind ought to be enOn That Condition Only.
n
carton come to get him to settle a cuestión tirely on your studies,
parcel post a one- - or
"Unusually
and especially
large,
Local. Paper
of any size of Plug Slice or Ready-Rubbwhich had been upsetting him badlyi with such an absurd looking little handsomely furnished room, with
bath
for the same price you would In his own room, since breakfast What thing
,
accommodating .three."
We should
.
pay the jobber.
he wanted to know was: Whether it
"No, you must listen, Ramsey, and want the faucet end of the tub. Boa- was right to wear an extra handker- - let me speak now. What I meant was ton Transcript.
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
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FORECAST, 'MAY r -- NOTICE TO BIDDERS:
NOTICE TO BIDDERS
WRITrnm
'NOTICE; WT1IÉ; PUBLIC
NOTICE
T
,
SEED BED SHOULD BE CAKE
AND JITNE 1922
FULLY PREPARED FOR
To Members of Legion and Aux
'
Sealed proposals will ba recei.Sealed proposals will .be receiThe Villas Board: and the
ROW.CROPS
- - lliary
to
oleasant
7th
iust
,.
Mav.lst
ved
until 1 o'clock P. M, May 16,
Cemetery Board r.re making pre: ved until 12. o'clock noon May, as,
beeii ..since last July 1922. bv Wm G: Johnson.' Secre
has
it
all
fitting
G
Streets,
to
by
Johnson,
1922,
Wm.
16th,
that
Whereas it is
paratioris to have the
with tary of. the Harding County
It pays to prepare the seed bed American Legion and Auxiliary the' Roy cemetery grade'd- and Secretary of the Board of Edu- 18th to 25th whirlwinds
26th to Board of Education at Mosquero,
storms;
dust
occasional,
well before planting to row Posts hold services m honored placed
'
in good' condition ana to cation of Harding County, New
and careful Mothers on Sundav May 14th have other improvements made Mexico, for the erection and com- 31st scattering' showers .
crop. Thorough
New Mexico for the erection of
June 1st to 8th warm and dry and completion of a two story
seed bed preparation not only and in as much, as the Christian at the cemetery and' it is the in pletion of an adobe two (2) room
saves a great deal iof time in Church have invited such oran- - tention of the Board to nave au school building to be erected at but pleasant as it has been since school building to be erected at
cultivation after the crop isup, izations to participate with them surplus dirt removed from the Kephart, Harding County, New last July . 9th to 30th different Solano, Harding County, New
but also insures a larger yield. in their exercises, I would like lots now in use and to keep the Mexico, after plans by Chas W. tho.this; will be our wet season. Afpviriv at an aDDroximate cost
Larger yields will reduce the very much that every member cemetery in a nice appearing Barrett, Architect . of East Las Not much wind, but ',plenty of of $18,000 for the Sokino School
fog, electric storms, excessive District No. 4.
.cost per bushel, unless this in- feel free to be present.
condition. To, help in the above Vegas, New Mexico.
rains, cloudbursts and almost
All bids shall be sealed and
creased yield is produced at too
Homer Holmes,
work, all rarties owning lots in
Each proposal must be accom floods' in ", some parts and hail
'
"Bid for Solano School"
great an expense, and it is largemarked
Commander.
re
hereby
Post
panied by a certified, cheek, storms in other parts. The old
said cemctary are
envelope.
production
of
ly by keeping cost
quested and notiiied to remove equal to 5 of the amount ol.the question which has been constan on the outside of the
with
enclose
shall
Each
bidder
down that profits can be increasTs evervbodv thinking of and all surplus dirt and any rubbish proposal, as a guarantee of good tly asked and
propounded the his bid
an
for
check
-- '
certified
ed.
May
May
from their lots on or before
faith, which check will be forfei- past several months will be repreparing for memorial day
bid
his
5
of
to
equal
amount
:,
After the land has been plow 30th?
15th, 1922 and if not removed ted if the bidder fails to enter versed in June and instead of
Joed, regardless of whether the The American Legion earnestly by that date board will have into a contract upon the basisof saying, "when will it rain? We and made payable to Wm G.
Harding
of
the
hnson, Secretary
plowing has been done in the fall rpmiests all citizens of the com same removed and cost of said his DroDosal. or fails to furnish
will say, when is it going to stop County Board of .Education, and
or the spring, the land should be munity to make every effort to work charged to the 'lot from the required bond. Checks made raining?"
forfeited to the Solano School
.,
worked down to a fine and firm
payable to Wm. (i. Johnson, &r
with them in making which it is removed.Polaski. Mills, N. M. District in case tiie successful
II.
T.
seed bed with a disc or harrow the day a success.
Should anv owners of lots wish Cretary of the Board of Educ:
Editor Note: Mr. Polaski. bidder fails to execute a contra" '
before planting, says' Professor
because
that
remember
Please
have the board clean up their tion.
to
you could just move that June ct and furnish bond for 50
if
of
Quesenberry of the New Mexico of the fact that the American lot it will be done for them at a The right is reserved to rejei
apwe
May
up
would
into
withcontract
rain
of
the
amount
Agricultural College. Discing Legion will have charge and cost of 50 cents per load provid- any and all bids. Proposals wi preciate it more. Try and do the
in 10 days after his notification-bhas a decided advantage over jthat their ceremony is in honor ing notice is given to the clerk be opened on the date first writ- this if possible.
the County Board of accepthe
packing
in
implements
men, that of the Village Board in writing ten above atthe office of the
other
:of deceased
of the bid. The Board retance
soil, breaking many clods, and it by no means signifies that all on or before May lutn ivzz,
County School Superintendent,
phy
serves
prominent
e
the right to reject any
Daniels,
Dr.
a
eiiminat-thin case of fall plowing,
forgotten. Let us in We want all lot owners to at. Mosniiero. New Mexico, at
are
others
bids.
and
all
young weeds that have be- - !our hearts, do equal homage to work in conjunction with the which place, plans may be secu sician of the countv seat was
may be procured at the
Roy!
Plans
in
transacting business
In the irrigated all who have gone bet ore.
, gun to sprout.
Village Board and help maKe me red.
the Countv Superinten
offire
of
fall
Monday
afernoon.
replow
sections it pays ;to
. Homer
Holmes,
Wm. G. Johnson,
Roy Cemetery one ot the beausehools at Mosauero,of
dent
plowed land in the spring when
Secretar v of the Harding
tiful resting places of the dead.
Mexico
or at the office of
New
Henry Stone prominent canthe soil is of an sdobe nature.
Dated, April 17th,
County Board of Education.
B. B.Shaw of Mills, Route "A"
: lieo. u. uurneit,
Architect
the
'
DemoThe depth of plowing the land was a business visitor in Juoy
Mosquero, New Mexico. didate for sherifl on the
Attest F. L. Schultz
Building, M
Herald
cratic ticket was shaking hands Paso. Texas, upon depositing a
will depend to a considerable ex- Monday.
Clerk.
with his many friends in Roy
tent on. the time it is done, the
J. Floersheim, Mayor.
certified check for $10.00 gua
'
last Saturday.
amount of rainfall and other
Cooke preached to a large
Rev.
carrier
new
ranteeing the return ot the plans
the
Smith
Francis
climatic factors, as well as upon audience at the Christian onurcn
Star
Mosquero
Albert
to
of
the
the office from which they
the type of soil. Under irriga- Sunday morning and evening.
Prof.' Carnes of Milla was on Rnntfi was in Rov Monda V on
R. Bradley and sons, Tell were received, and upon their reW.
tion, plowing should be deep, esthe streets of Roy last Monday' business. Mr. Smith will begin and Jay were trading with Roy turn the deposit check will be
pecially done in the fall.. Heavy
Merchants last Saturday. Jay returned.
his work on July 1st. lhe
Run't. M. C. Hendicks attended evening.
. adobe soil responds more readily
be
has erected a fine home souths
will
Route
meeting
Santa
at
Star
Wm. G. Johnson,
to the deeper plowing than the the educational He returned' home
east of Roy and will soon be at
Route
by
Rural
care
of
taken
week.
of the Harding
Yarbrough and wife of
Secretary
Prof.
soil. Where fall or win Fe last
'
"B" from Roy a 62 mile rural home to his many friends in his
n.
sec- Tuesday.
County
Board of
in
Roy
practical
is
in
breaking
were
Schools
will
Solano
the
der
will be established i new place of abode. He
route
which
the
bad,
tions where the blow is
Saturday enroute to Mills where the fore part of July, or sooner. be on R. F. D. "B" from Roy
The indictment , against Tom
Mosquero, New Mexico. '
lister is usually, used. Under
on
when the new route is
put
to
arrangements
made
he
was
Mora
at
assessor
these conditions working down McGrath,
ARRIVAL OF KITTY'
"THE
when
play.
,
court
school
by
the
their
out
prethrown
the ridges with the harrow
vious to rebreaking in the spring same came up for trial last weeK.
is adviable. It is always desire-abl- e
to prepare the land in such
See Dr. Murdock the dentist
a way that one has thoroly pul- at the Johnson home in Roy
verized, mellow moist soil in May 21st to 27th, and he will
which to plant the seed, as the take care of your dental grief.
.direct contact of the seed .with
such soil stimulates quick gerBe present at The Arrival Of
mination and rapid growth of Kitty. At the Community Hall
the young plants. .
Tuesday evening May 30th, given by the Roy Chapter of AmeHon. B. F. Brown, corres- rican Legion.
pondent for the S. A. from the
.innn iowerv wno nas ueeii
county seat, was nominated for
ranch near
mayor of Mosquero- at a mass lout at
for several weeks is in town
meeting at that place last week.
When we called him Mayor in spending a few days and
a write up about the county seat ing a rest.
a few weeks ago some of our
county seat friends gave us the
Mrs.G. E. Uoltsclaw and son
laugh, but we'll bet Ben is elect- John left for Virgil, Kansas, the
r
ed mayor with scarcely an op- latter part of the week where
position voté, and why not, as he Mr. Holtsclaw has a good posihas done far more for Mosquero tion with a prominent oil com- than all the rest of the people ipany.
of the town combined . Ben's
a booster from the word go and
pson
Mr. Brown of the
he'll see that Mosquero is placed
Construction Co., aron the map. Here's to B. F. rived in Roy from Clovis Sunday
Brown for Mayor of Mosquero.
and will supervise the cleaning
up of the burned school building
and getting everything in readiWARNING
Some miscreant has been hunt ness to rebuild.
ing deer on my premises and
R. P. Shaya has rented his
I have found a 5 pt, Buck, dead
from wound. I know who is y beautiful home in the north part
,
r
this work and I warn you to of town to Cashier Bentlv and
keep off my premises. I am wa- family. Mr. Shaya will move to
tching for you and you are due Duran and look after the interfor a good stiff fine when I ca- ests of the heirs of his uncle
who was murdered a fetf months
tch you.
Leandro Archuleta ".go.
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give every- housekeeper, an opportunity to try the
Price's Phosphate Baking Powder, large
1
cans will be put on sale Saturday morning bearing
this special sale sticker on the label:

TO
2-o- z.

ANNOUNCEMENT
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SALE
f

We wish to announce that we have
purchased the stock of groceries
of the R. P. Shaya Co., and have
; added a complete line of
1

25 cents
One Í2 oz. can at regular price
05 cents
One 12 oz. can at special price
30 cents
Two 12 oz. cans for
. .
Perfect Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

and Notions
We will also have a new stock of
shoes within the next few days.
We are in the market for all kind
of produce.

Did you ever hear of such remarkable value. as this? The baking
powder is new stock, just from the Price Baking Powder Factory,
andevery, ounce is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or money
refunded.

.

Dry Goods

Every grocec has had an opportunity to ét a supply for all his customers; so go to your own grocer first and if he is unable to supply you, try
'
some other grocer at once,
í

Don't miss this opportunity

Make our store your headquarters
, when in town
--

Lujans & Branch
ROY NEW MEXICO
"The store that gives you a f ull dollars
goods for a dollar."

worth

of

Don't miss this wonderful opportunity to get your two cans of this famous
baking powder at this bargain price. Remember, the EXTRA can costs
you only 5 cents just think of it!

1

.

-n-
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Kwr liexlca, Saturday May 13, 1922.
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CLASSIFIED AD: RATES

"Russel Rera mádé a business
Springer-las- t
Saturday.

Mrs. "'Keller "was1 at the
n
home last week on busi'
ness.
, ...
;
Loyd lorfórd ' visited friends
and relatives , in thé valley last
week.
Qrover Ames was in Roy- - on
;
business W ednesday.

trip to

Asp-gre-

R. E. Alldredge and C. E. An
derson returned home from Denr
ver last Saturday . where they
Classified advertising is 5 a line, minimum charge for
had been attending court They
each insertion 25, ercept that six consecutive insertions
report that the school district
will be given for fl.25. All classified advertising CASH
lost their suit against Antonides
IN ADVANCE. NO CHARGE orders accepted as no
& Co., in regards to the bad chebooks are kept on this class of advertising.
ck, but that suit for damages
Quite a 'nice) shower visited will be brought in the U. S. Dis
"SELL IT WITH INK"
this community last week.- trict Court against the bonding
.Tay Bradloy's
house is just company.
..
complete now and they
about
L.0.3-FOR
hope to be in their new home
Mr. Montgomery of Clayton
' y,
soon.
was in Roy several days this
' .
LOST: Watch Charm Skull,
A un.ii'or oí folks attjnd'd week looking after business for
about V in, in diameter, carved FOR SALE Oliver Typewriter
home talent' at Solano 1 "ii- - the Missouri. State Life Insur
the
out of bone. Finder pjease retu- and Check Protector.
"
'
Roy Trading Co., Mánager. '
;
day from' here.
ance Co.
rn to the S. A. and receive re
wasd.
Oscar Murphy and C. Driskei
FOR RENT OR SALE-T- he
first were at the Hazen home, and Money is getting cheaper, we
have plenty of it to loan , on
house north of Dr. Gibbs' place. many other places last week.
$10.00 REWARD
Call, write
Rent $15 per month and can be
W. R. Bradley called at the good farms át
LOST Two Elk teeth in gold pt to the National Bank of Roy
. see Schuitz & Johnson, Roy,
or
Ralph Hazen home last wgelQ,
New Mexico.
mounting, finder please return
Price right for cash or terms
Mr. and Airs.- Hall s daughter,
.
to E. J. Floersheim and receive m reason.
Ella and husband are here on a
Canuto Gonzales and son proshort visit from Trinidad. Mrs. minent
reward.
ranch men of Bueyeros
FOR SALE Cheap for cash, a Hall has not been well all winter were in town on business last
MISCELLANEOUS
good fresh milk cow, 6 years old. but seems some better, now.. ; Saturday. Théy report that the
Mrs. Bertha West spent .the
T. M. Ogden, R. A.
new Dehaven school house is
week end with 'Mrs: Don BradWe have a fine unimproved
"
jusf
about completed.
ley and other friends',, ',:;"Ki
320 acres only 2'
miles from
All the school children "fire
Roy which we can sell within tis FOR SALE 3 or 4 head of Al
Editor Floersheim of the Sprin
next few days at $4000.00. This milk cows, two with calves at rejoicing that there will just be ger Times who has been visiting
is a fine little dairy farm and pra side, others to be fresh soon. All two more weeks af school..
his father and other relatives
Most all of our ambitious far
etically all of the land be plowed. are 0f a eoo mik strain and are
Roy the past week returned
in
mer women .are making, gar- - home Saturday.
wUI
' "
A
and .raising" chickens m
on long time at 8
takes this
P
;
also
each
soon.
I
taken
if
r,ia
glore.
nr 000
Mrs. Wenzefl - Swain Vho has
Schuitz & Johnson, Roy, N. d. FT j hte
jne
co8 Ralph Hazen has purchased been
visiting relatives in Kanthat I will sell at $15.00 each. a fine team of horses." They, are
I
Come and look at them. Write among the. finest we have, seen sas for several weeks rétúrnéd
home last Saturday and Wenzell
or see ired Pate, Route "A" n the country..
FOUND
is all smiles agaim Mills, N. M.
Mr. and Mrs. , Bill Heath and
son visited at the Lysle Hazen
The! contracts for thé Solañó.
POUND The best advertising
FOR SALE 30 Volume En- home at the week end. . These Mosquero and KepKáii C- ischooi
nedium on the mesa. THE SPA-ÍIS- cyclopedia
Britannica Cloth are fine people and we hope the building will be let by the Coún-tAMERICAN has more pa-- bound as good as new. will sell next time they come .we can
of Educaiioii next Tuef'
get a chance to visit with them.. dayBoard
up subscribers in Harding for half of what it cost.
at
. 10 o'clock át Mospüero.
Mr. and Mrs." Frank . Corey
V. E. Bixby. .
County than all other country
to attend . church Sunday,
came
Noe Trujilló an exservice man
papers combined. A small want
also Mr. Corey, and Ciar anee was' in 1 Roy from Albuquerque
ad will bring results.
FOR SALE Good cane seed, Shrum.
...
several days last week attendJim Beem, was in the county. ing the "funeral, of his sister Mrs
see or write William Heath, Roy,
New Mexico.
seat Saturday. ,,- ;,
:..
Biapendo. Mr. Trujillo is i an
Don't forget Sunday School automobile mechanic in the Duke
FOUND One ladies breastpin,
VV .,
containing five small gold hearts FOR SALE Recleaned Cane every mornmg. at 10:30 A. M, dty;dated 1907 andl908. Owner can and Sudan Seed, mixed makes afi cnurcn every, otner aunuay
: " v ...
...
have same by proving property the best feed on the mesa; Pnce
Raymond P. Shaya and Don
S
nound.
.
cents
.
Der
and paying for this ad j W. W.
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ENGINEER
Were it not for the assistance the Department
of the' Interior has rendered, our wonderful
irrigation systems, waterworks and similar

.

project could nevrf have been developed.
Progress
mjch as this in vital io ail of us. This phase of
cur
government's endfeavur to further prosperity ;s graph-icail- y
told in th fifth of th senes of uiiaes which
.
ws issue each month.
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'.':: and at treasonable
We can furnish abstracts promptly,4 !"
.
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Charge.

TYñr
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take

u..vwj
Mr. and Mrs. Ames visited Mr.
WANTED P 1 a i n s e w i n g and Mrs. Lysle Hazen Sunday.
"
For first class cleaning,
house dresses, aprons, childrens
out
of
A
folks
setting
lot
are
and dyeing see Dock McCar- - garments, ' men's; shirts, , etc.
Shaya and Mr. Foley the great
trees this spring.
est of success in their new home;
Writé Miss Marion Cópé.Box
What s the matter with your
if
13 phone or phone Mnet
Atf11?; Roj7N; M. '
A new..:assistant
arriyedf at
the. Roy. depot last Friday; hen
J. R. Livinvston and O.'Dkvis ;' Do you heed some ready cash.?.
a sweet httle, daughter, came, to
of Solano were in Roy on busi- If so,! see Schuitz & ' Johnsoi. GARDNER.. CHAPIN, Mi' D-- . bless
horafe.oliMrnd.MJFSc
""
Physician and Surgeon
ness Tuesday.
... They have it to loan on farms.
......
ai. i parnés., mr, .jame? witn a
GLADSQNE NEWf MEXICO a biglsmilé1 'sas' ;she reall Sighs'
meeting
The
Village
of
the
lOpounds and is' dandy; and Dr.
Sloer-sheiVern Caris and Sol
9, A V!
a
Board which was to have taken
says' all concerned aré doing
Self
are in the northern Tart place Monday evening was chang " Several from. Roy attended nicely.
If ' you hayet gotten
of the state this week, purchas- ed to a .latere date as. Lawyer the play at. .Sojanolast Friday your cigaryet just
call at the de
'
ing wool for the F. M. Co.
Holly could, not be present. v4 uigni.
pot and ask for it.

.'"6'

We have the only completó tract index to the Harding.
'V
County Records -i
- We have an experienced abstracter in charge of our
''- .,
business.'.'.i
We give our entire time and attention to the abstract
t
business. '1 v' ;t'.),f-.- ,
- Our abstracts are approved by all loan atapahiés

''
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fu o new package that fits the pocket
At a price that fits the pocket-boo- k
The same unmatched blend of

'

Turkish. Virginia and Durley Tobaccos

ANNOUNCEMENT

myself a
candidate for Sheriff, subject to
the action of the Democratic
Convention of Harding County
If nominated and elected I prom
ise to conduct the office strictly
on a business basis with economy
of County Government as my
chief aim.
Henry W. Farmer.

I hereby announce
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"THE ARRIVAL OF KITTY"

OLIVER and John
Deere Implements
are quoted at prices
so that the farmers
can buy them. See

BAUM BROS.

vi

The

Spanish-America-

Roy Harding : 'County Ñéw Mexico, Sátárday May. 13, 1922.
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PABLO QUINTANA DIES
FROM DIPHTHERIA

RESOLD

Report of the condition of the
. "FIRST NATIONAL BANK"
V.rTioNs"-- '.w.ir.
at Roy, in the State of New Mexico, at the close of business on
.
Published By
"Whereas, the modern dance, May 5th, 1922.
Pablo Quintana 'a " Spanish
v
.
,, ..';'
...
; '
speaking gentleman living" in the pool and card playing is recogRESOURCES
THE
.,
PRINTING COMPANY " ?
'
"
Wm; GrJohhson; Associate Edito? east pHii ui lUHH pasacu an ay mzeu vy an spunuau,y inuiueu
Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
'
Loans and discounts, including redis- last Friday after an'illness of people as weilding a fateful in- - counts, acceptances, acceptances of other banks, and ;.
Í several days from an aggravated ;flúence on the cause of christian- '
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable stridí
Advance.
'.
'
foreign bills Of exchange or drafts sold with
case of diphtheria and other "ity: and: Whereas, the evil
'. ., ?176,228.52
of
bank.
indorsement
this
Mr. Quintana has spread like some deadly con- complications.
$176,228.52
.Total loans.
matter at the post officéJn Roy, N.ÍM. came to Roy a few' years ago tagion since the beginning of the
Entered as second-clas- s
2. Overdrafts, secured, none; unsecured. $33.79
33.79
.
Registered August 27, 1912.
r
was
great world war, and: Wherefrom Sabinoso and the later
bonds, stocks, securities, etc.: j
102.67
Other
marnea to Francisquita Lucero, as., this great evil, is threatening
1,850.00
j Furaiture and Fixtures,
HOY YOUNG LADY AWARDdaughter of Antonio R. Luoero.jto engulf many of our children 8.
EIGHT YEARS SERVICE
.10,393.98
Reserve
Bank
reserve
Federal
with
Lawful
ED HONOR AS REWARD i
one and young people and impair
To this union was boi-10. Cash in vault and amount due from
- ,
FOR ACHIEVEMENT
Postmaster Johnson, R. L. daughter. The funeral took place their usefulness as christians: national banks
' ;. '
10,592.74
.
...
Carrier, Edgar Floersheim Saturday morning and burial fol Therefore be it resolved, that 11 Amount due
banks,
State
bankers,
from
j
t
lowed in the Roy Cemetery. The we. show our disapproval as a
Word was received in Roy this completed their eighth year with S. A.
sympathy to the church by refusing to Dermit any and trust companies in the United States
extends
Sungovernment
federal
thé
last
4,595.61
(other than included in Items 8, 9, and 10)
week that Miss Shirley Nutter, day. 'Mr.
person who attends, or evert san 13. Checks
Johnson was appoin bereaved.
on other banks in the same
who is district manager of the
May 1st, 1914
ctions the ; dance, .pool or . card city or town as .reporting bank'
849.98
31utcallLife Insurance Company ted Postmaster
playing, to teach or hold office
Edgar
and
PAS,
MRS.
SOPHIA
Flersheim
Assistant
BIAPENDO
of Items 9, 10 11, 12 and 13, ?16,038 . 33
Total
of New York, has been awarded
'
:
as 14. . Checks and
in,;, any! aurihary recognized
SES AWAY'
drafts on banks located
one of the vacation trips that Postmaster but later took the
being a part Of the church to ouiside
Civil
and
to
Service
transferred
Corn
city or town of reporting bank ' 1,400.20
annually
by
of
this
are .given
Sophia Biapendo, wife of Moi- sing "soloSj or to hold any place
nnmr
thflif ranvaoantotiirflo carrier at which work he has
1,400.20
Miscellaneous cash items
Mr.
sés Biapendo formerly of Mos- of trust' or" leadership ' to which
15. Fededal Reserve Stock
1,800.00
who surpass a given amount of!
'
.'a
'
they may be elected.
Johnson' term will expire in Feb
16. Other assets, if any. Interest Earned
insurance written for the year. ruary 1924 and should he com- quero but who has been .living
in Roy the past few weeks
With the glory of God and uncollected
4,515.64
The volume of business any plete his term
give
will
him
it
;iri
honor of Christ and the protown
part
died
the
east
the
of
agent must .get for the fiscal
i
tuberculosis. gress of the redeemers kingdom
213.463.13
Total
'.year in order to participate in 10 years service . He has seen May. 3rd., from
' was'
of
"
fice,
grow,
from
the
Fourth
a
Biapendo
Mrs.
the sister of in. view, and with a desire ;to
one of the company's vacation
LIABILITIES
.
:
trips, has been set at $125,000. Class Office to a large Third Noe Trujillo an exservice man show brotherly' kindness and 17 Capital stock paid in.
50,000.00
on
Second
Class
and
bordering
á
'
to
to
be perfectly just,
and a member, of the Roy: Post. love and
.Miss Nutter who wrote more
18. Surplus fund
10,000.00
Class
. Office.: Up to the time of .the American.
we
all
of
Legion.
members
church,
the
.The.
.than this amount however, and
; . ...
19.f
profits
.
6,896
Undivided
.51
0
only
took
office
over
the
and addition to being awarded he money order had been writ- body wás buried Thursday in the therefore further resolve ; That
cLess current expenses, interest,
the fine vacation trip, with ten and today nearly 60,Q00 Roy Cemetery. The two chil m the future beginning with and taxes paid
6,146.34
750.17
dren of Mr. Biapendo have died Saturday May 6th,' 1922 should
.every expense defrayed by her
22.'
342Í92
'
to
due
Amount
national
banks
"
Written
been
instead
arid
have
within the past six weeks and any member óf thé Baptist
'
company, has been highly recv
22
Item
of
34292
Total
pocches
two
receiving
or
three
of
Roy
engage
Biapendo
alone
of
leaves
Church
the
Mr.
this
in
ommended by the head office at
97,178.55
26. Individual deposits subject to check :; J
iiew York, as well as by the and sacks daily as in 1914, now in the world having lost his fam- modem dance' where there, is a
deposits
(other
Total
of
demand
50
received
to
30
are
from
children
participation1 of both' sexes, or
ily of a wjfe and, wq,
-- state headquarters at Albuquerthan bank deposits) subjest to Redaily. When he first took over in six weeKs.
engage in pool or card playing
..
que.
serve,
97,178.55
26. 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31
Items
was
carried
the office the mail
that by such act
32. Certificates of deposit (other than
The achievement of this young on the backi. of . the rail road
member
automatically
severs
NOTICE OF SALE
37,741.46
lady is not míy a máflPóf dis- agent; later a cart was ordered,
ship with this ; church unless for money borrowed) . .
CHATTEL
FORECLOSURE
OF
deposits
of
to
subject
Total
time
tinction ior herself, but is also then a wagon, and now two and
said member appears before the
; MORTGAGE
Reserve, Items 32, 33, 34and 35
37,741.46
quite an advertisement for the three trips are made, daily by, a
Church within 30 days after the
.!
,n
40:
and bills rediscounted, in- - :
Notes
conm
wnen
town,
is taicen into
auto truck to carry the
transgression and makes satisMxa
acceptance of other banks and
;
'Wóódai'd, now factory ' acknowlégement
sideration that among all of the 'maii frora the train to the
Whereas:
and eluding
'
rt
bills of exchange or drafts sold
company
of this
of the county of Harding, State promises to refrain from such
office.
17,107.55
in the itate, and the large towns
The office is nów served by of New Mexico, as mortgagor, conduct in the future; ;Be it with indorsement of this bank
and cities in their ' territories tw.o Rural Routes and, two Star by two chattel itnórtgages dated further resolved, that tftése res--i 44. Liabilities other than those .stated
342.48
from which to draw business R0Utes and on July 1st another June 9th, 1920, and February olutions be spread upon our min- interest collected Unearned
from, Mss Nutter was the only star Route to Kephart will be 9th, 1921, respectively.' and filed utes and that
a m
TOTAL.;........;.....
213,463,13,
one in New Mexico to qualify started and mobablv , another in the County Clerks office ir; part of our constitution and byof New Mexico. County óf Hording: SS,'1State
oi
county
Union,
trip.
State
of
for the
62 mije rural route. When this the
laws.! Positive guilt- of the ac.
.
.
.
T si
i
r
j. yusuce,. uasnier 01 tne aDovenamea DanK, ao solemnly:
the cused member must be estabThe vacation outing, awarded service is established Roy will New Mexicó that being
of his then residence, lished before the name shall be swear that the above statement is true to the hest of my knowlthe live agents of the Mutual probably have the best mail ser- county
V';
i
r.;
.conveyed to Roy Trust removed from the church roll., edge and beliefsand
sold
of any small town in the
life CJompany this year will .be vice,
'
',
j
C. 'L. Justice Cashier
Savings Bank; of Roy, New The charge may be madé by any
to Vancouver, Canada, and will state. Mr. Johnson and" Mr.- &Mexico,
'
Correct
Attest:.
folmortgagee,
be;congratulas
the
are.
may
to.
?or
a
come
floersheim
(during
member
through
be given some, time
!lt',T
G. R. Abernathy,
:u
,
( ,
cominj summer. Every expense atea on tne iong.;seryice wim uie lowing' described personal pro- discipline committee.
S.
F.
Brown,
holstein
perty,
to
.Four
wit:.
:
v.
governments
,
jtken
rit;
;!
Signed
of the winning.,.agent is
i
- V..w
H. B. Jones.
cows, one' red yearling steer.
, .:..;
care of and every arrangement
Gunn.
P.
L.
steer,
'
holstein
yearling
black
.í.Diréctdrsv
one
;7"
CLOSES
of the trip is provided for be ST. GEORGE SCHOOL
C. A.Rhyne.
t
Subscribed and swoei ,tp before me, this lltti, day of May; 1922.
red
one
yearling
heifer
red
ojie
many..
fore hand. Miss Nutter's,
P. B. Harris m
(SEAL);. v
L. Schultz, Notary Public.
whitefaced calf, one red calf and
Sí ?tíéorfife'" lhoo. was ol
.w. Frank 1922.
friends cav the mesa are "unan'
'
.jF.Enerspittí
- --- v.c ' My cóilimission
unbráñded
tyo
28th,
calves,
black
all
.r.
the
before
imous in extending congratcla-- ! ed to close Friday,,
Deacons.?
inof
Board
,!
; '
or brands unknown, one half
,
' ' ; i'
.daté set for thé exercises.
ions.
.
Massegee,
holstein hull,
Geo. Thurston, traveling;, man v Oscar .Blunk one of "our prosThe Commencement," which terest in registered
marws,
and
Oliver
two
black
one
Pastor.
TiMonday
place
to
taken
have
was
Tidadtoi'yaH ih. the city per farmers of the mesa; was
You can have a splendid appeone tWo- - ' "?:
one Moline
The names of 11 whe $18 weék paliing
on our .mercha- in' Roy Thursday trading ' ' with
j
atod. voted for the adoption ,of the-imr,
nts:
desocr advertising merchants.
whereáé, said Dóté 'théreih'r
above; resolutions nave Deen Kept
restiui sep uy xaxing iwihw, the children, ,.and. the
tq'said mortgagee
be placed on the clerks
Tdence shown by some of the peo- - cribed, payable
- Mr. É'Ü! Masan, of Brooklyn,
v - ;
and auiy transieiTea,io to.e rirsi book.
Tanlac is unquestionable the
r- ...
Roy,
successor
National Bank, of
Iowa,
.visiting, with thé 0 R. most widely talked of medicine
is
year
has
scholastic
second
The
PUBLICATION
v
1
NOTICE FOR
to said Roy. Trust & Sayings
been completed, and with great Bank., to secure which said conv notice for Publication Abernathy family, north of town in the world today and those who
Mr. Mason is well pleased with once use Jt invariably buy it over
success, altho laboring many eyances was made are now due.
Department of the Interior
great
of
Interior
Department
the
difficulties.
under
times
this mesa, and we hope that in
aid Unpaid and whereas the hold-- r
TVS?" ndil5n:-tth-. results
U. S. LAND OFFICE AT Clay
Clayvery
fias
AT
LAND
been
OFFICE
S.
U.
The
attendance
the near future, he will make they have derived from its use.
of said prommisory notes earns
ton, New Mexico, April 14 1922
A ..v.
v ftitf loef and fill Vldvo
t
iLAJ
itself insecure ; now, theref Ore, I, ton, New Mexico, April 25th, this place his home.
NOTICE is i
Fairview Pharmacy.
x
school's
for the
worked faithfully
C. L. Justice, Cashier and auth- 1922.
. .
. .
,
Thomas
success,, uacn year onngs Dei- orized agent of said First Nation
NOTICE is hereby given that
Co., New Mexico, who, on May
year
coming
the
and
of
ter
results,
pursuance
Roy,
in
of
Bank,
al
Victor
E. Bixby. of Roy, Hard8th, 1919. made Homestead En- appears very promising.
mort- ing County,- New Mexico, Who,
powers
said
in
chattel
the
try, No. 026222 for SftSE
LIFE
The members of the sixth, gages granted, and at . the re on March, 19. 1918, and May, 3,
14, Sec. 10. SVV4;Sec. 11. NW
quest
holder of said prom- 1921, made Homestead . Er-ii-f
Vu SWHNEU, Sec. 14, NE; and seventh grades gave a fare issory of the
do hereby give No. 025873, and No. 026063
notes
Wednesday,'
luncheon,well
last
TownNWViSEVi, Section 15,
OF. CALIFORNIA ÉV& SE, SW
SEi1, SE,,
ship 18 N. Range 25 E. N. M. P. for the graduating class, in the notice that I will, on the 22nd for
Extracts from Annual Statement Dec. 31, 1921
SEi4, NEV4 SWV4,
children's refectory of the Sis- day of May. A. D. 1922, between SWU.-NWIMeridian has filed notice of
M. and 6 P.M. Wy2 SWi4, Sec. 30. NV4 NE14,
A.
10
Gold,
hours
of
. ; ; $65,199,251.16!
Assets
and
the
Convent.
Blue
ters'
Year
to make Final Three
MitSec.
Hugh
day,,
at
.
of
NWV4,
same
the
Liabilites
out
NW14,
. 61,983,482.48
EM
carried
NWÍ4
colors
were
Proof, to establish claim to the the class
N:
northRange
E.
Township
25
Capital
bastwelve
miles
Stock
and
21,
chell
31,
Ranch,
tiny
and
Surplus..
decorations
3,215.768. 68
the
in
land above described, before b,
county
of
Roy,
notice
.good character to sell the famocs
M.
agents
We
filed
live
in
east
of
Meridian,
P.
the
has
want
of
wun
ana
01
goia
ets
imea
mué
Commissioner
H. Foster, U. S.
Mexico, of intention to make Final Thfee
'
Pacific. Mutual' Five Way policy v
at his office at Roy, New Mexicoy candies graced each member s Harding, Státe of New..
pro- Year Proof, to establish claiir
seH
and
sale
the
For information write
offer
for
place.
May.
1922.
day
of
on the 25th.
Rev. Father Vachon, who has perty conveyed as aforesaid ; to to, the land above described, be
Claimant names as witnesses:
;
U.-SOUTH WEST AGENCY
CommisLeandro Archuleta, J. H. Hughes .labored so faithfully, among his the best andrhjgh.st fcidder for fore F. H, Foster,
Box
575
Albuquerque,
M.
N.
Manuel Archuleta and Harry parishoners, and for the success cash, or satisfactory credit- and sioner, at his office at Roy, New
settle- Mexico, on the 6th day of June,
Stafford all of Roy, New Mex- -' of the. school is much in need of upon full and .complete
purchse-mone- y
,;
ment
1922.
of
the
a rest,- which should be assured
H. H. Errett,
;;
Claiment names as witnesses:
Register. him, that he might regain his thereof will deliver ihe property
so sold to the!purchiserr and Piis. Arbógast, M. M.;Brugge-:mah- ;
health after his years work.
T. M. Brown all 'of Mills,
"Coming "Mo Woman Knows" : The distribution of the Medals will apply the. proceeds, of the
by
chattel
sale
as
said
directed
Mekico;
New
and Vick Noble of
Watch for the date. Universal and Prizes will take place after mortgage. ;
LRoy,"
v
Sunday,
May
'C-Mass
on
8th.
High
Special
This 25th day:Of AprilA) DÍ
A
111'
Register.
1922.
.
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FARMERS

- ;j. b. Liisk,

:

stock
positively out 01 tne oest
herds in the U.S.A. Duroc
Jersey Hogs, Poland China
Hogs, all big type and from
Sires weighing 1000 lbs and
up.
.. I can i furnish
ypu any
breed of dairy cattle that
you want, at prices you can

'

29 - 6 - 13

- 20.
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Premier Tires
30 x 3

1--

2

$10.85

If your watch needs fixing why
not se Hobson and let him fix it
up. He is an expert jeweler and
his work is guaranteed. Let him
needs the next
take care of your
'
time.

,

Tanlac is the people's medicine
and the people .themselves have
Fairview
made - it what
'..
Pharmacy.
.

;

;

'

R. S. Wood Motor Co.

$10.00 REWARD
;
LOST Two Elk teeth in gold
mounting, finder please return
to E. J. Floersheim and receive

reward.

When your car leaves our
hands it must bé mechanically
perfect; no little adjustments

that cauce so much trouble in
the future, are overlooked. All
parts are adjusted to a "gnats'
eye brow."
We believe in real,
repar work so we are
able to guarontee each and every
piece of work that leaves our
shop. Try us and be convinced.
honest-to-goodne-

.afford..
,

it-is-

the slogan mplies.

.

;.

-

This is our motto and we
want to assure you that. we can
deliver all, in workmanship, that

;.

'. Get in the thorobred ga- menow for a few dollars
while prices are at rock bot--,
torn, and make yourself in-dependent in a few years.
You need better dairy cat- tie and hogs, and more of
them on this mesa.
Leo M. Wagner,
Address me at;
Gillwtsville, Iowa.

ss

Dodds Motor and
Electrical Co.
ROY,

-

-

NEW MEXICO

The

Spanish-America-

liar

Roy.

n,

ding County, New Mexico, Saturday May 13,

1922."

at the closing and one that will1 New York Wallowing into
be both a pleasure and a treat tp Constantinople harbor recently

during heavy rain, a cargo ves- sel
carrying five hundred child-W- e
;
understand that Mis. Isa- d
three thousand Greek
:
bel Brown, one of the Mosquero j
adult refugees from South Rus- ubbii erecieu r ine;sia appealed to the American
prmcipalship of the San Eliza- - Reiief officials for clothing, says
no schools, near El Paso Texas a cabled report received here,
and that soon after the Mosque-- 1 Huddled on unsheltered decks,
A rain commenced Saturday ro school closes that she will 'toif-n- w
an mmn nien.
Dates at this office.
night that lasted pretty well all leave for her new home. Mrs. ded for something to replace
night and was renewed Sunday Brown has been a
rags.
their water-soake- d
afternoon. As it rained slowly conscientous teacher for several
According to a cable from the
and steadily it was all consumed years in our city schools and we Near East Relief organization,
are inclined to envy the little
relief workers
Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey by the thirsty soil and will do a
great deal of good to the range Texas city their good fortune in were unable to provide even a
by
For sale
the case
securing her services ' but feel coat for one of the children .
and the cultivated ground.
and in 5 gal. cans that she is entitled to a location
Little Billie Kirby, son of our that is near a large city and off- The cable announces that the
Retailed by all
deputy county treasurer suffe- - ers more advftnfoureji.rian rvr Hi supply of old clothing sent from
Leading Grocers
red a very painful accident Sa- - tie town can offer at the present America has been exhausted.
Italian Bees and Queens
The relief authorities, facing
turday when playing with some tmP
probable death by exposure
other children with a large-pus.
.
, ,
- among Caucasus famine sufferueguuiA"c
"
cart. He fell off and catching his .
n w ouzz arouna over xne coun ers next winter unless clothing
Springer, New Mex. leg'iñ the spokes of the wheel try and a number of prospect can be secured and receiving
P.O. Box
had the muscles badly lacerated.
refugee ships,
Under the careful attention of ive candidates are beginningelec-ih-to calls from other
an American-wid- e
for
asked
up
notice
and
take
that
sit
niDr. Daniels he is recovering
J
.Ml
cely and it is believed that no lion time win soon De nere collection ot discarded clothes ior
The more candidates that offer immediate shipment.
permanent injury will result.
themselves the better the oppor American tourists visiting Con
A meeting of the citizens of tunities the two conventions, will stantinople on a Mediterranean
Mosquero met at the school hou- have to select good men for the cruise were so struck by the need
se Saturday eve., for the purpose various offices on the ticket. generally that those on the S. S.
of nominating the first set of The more material the conven- Carmania, led by Edward Cary,
ACETYLENE WELDING AND village officers. Every thing tion have from which to select of Providence. R. I., arranged to
went off harmoniously, no at- the best timber to better the send back from Naples some of
DISC ROLLING
winter clothes of
- AT THE OLD STAND,
tention was paid to party lines ticket that can be gotten out by the cast-oparty.
and there will be but one ticket both parties. If you think that the tourist
WITHÍTHE LIBERTY
The cargo boat had been sixplaced in the field. Those nomi- you are fitted to hold an office
GARAGE
nated were Benj. F. Brown, for why get into. the game early, teen days getting to ConstantiMayor, (that's us) W. P, Mealey let your friends know of your nople from Nomorossisk on the
Jr. City Clerk and Hon. Mala-qui- candidacy before they make pro Black Sea. with the retugees
Baca, L H. Brock, A A. mises to some one else, fon t living on umueu uieau um
Wynne and Faustin Hernandez be bashful, announce your can- sea water mixed with fresh
for Board of Trustees. The elec- - didacy in plenty of time and Two men had died. Many were
tion will be held on Tuesday the then go into the convention re ill'. A widow, with two children
solved to help select the bes had boarded the boat -- half a
16th.
man and at all costs be a good month before with only a loaf
At a meeting held at the home winner and a better loser. Come of bread for the three. She
on Friday night on in. boys, the water is fine, had found bread among: others
I am a graduate from the of W. T. Lofton
fight
for the posi- We don't want an of file our-- ! refugees for the children but her
threatened
a
Missouri Auctioneering School,
tions of members of the new selves, we are satisfied with .be- own privation had brougm on
I will assure you of service municipal board of education, reing mayor of Mosquero, but if fever. The relief .organization
that brings results.
cently created by the incorpora we did you could bet your bot joined with the Greek High Com
Will be glad to cry your sale tion of Mosquero was happily
tom dollar that we would be out mission in providing food" but
anywhere at any time.
harmoniously averted by a com we would keep working-unti- l
tho the boat continued to Kavala, a
promise ticket and Mosquero
y
the convention, ad- - refugee port, without the clothd
agam emerged tnumpnant in iourned
ing for which the
the matter of healing to coopera
people w;ere pleading-Say," did you know that Mosis fast putting the litRoy, New Mexico. tion that
is growing? If you don't
quero
NOTICE OF SALE"
tle town on the map. As a result
of the meeting but one ticket think so, just come down and FORECLOSURE OF CHATTEL
MORTGAGE
will be placed in the field and look at the buildings that are
voting for it will be but a mere springing up and listen to tho
Whereas. David" Ballard', now
formalty. It was unanimously plans for the new buildings that of the county of Harding, State
agreed that the old board should are to be started in the near fu- of New Mexico; as mortgagor,
be placed on the new board of ture. We weresurprised our- by two chattel mortgages,' dated
UNDERTAKER
selves when we looked up the
education and Messrs H. T,
And
31st, 1919, and" Decern- population
for incorporation, pur December
to
added
Lopez
R.
be
and
EMBALMER
respectively, and
1920,
31st,
.. LICENSED
ber
re- poses. ' There were but 360 acre i
County Clerks office
in
filed
the
Full line of Caskets alwaysq on complete the five members
inquired All of which exemplifies taken into the limits of the
in the county of Union State of
hand, also suits and dresses.
fact that the people of Mos- corporation, didn't have to go New Mexico; that being the coun
the
Calls answered day or night
quero are workirg together and out into the farms to get enough ty of his then residence, sold' and
Phone No, 58
intend to have the livest, best inhabitants and when we got conveyed to Roy Trcst & Savings
Roy, N. Mex.
Foster Blk.
little towns through taking the census wa Bank, of Roy New Mexico, as
and most
oñ the mesa.
discovered that we had a popu- morteasree, the following des
:
The teachers are now busily lation of 448 inhabitants. Don't cribed" personal property, towit
calTwenty-fiv- e
Sixty-on- e
cows,
engaged in preparing the child- have to count the dogs and cata,
yearlings and
ON REAL ESTATE
ren for their final examinations either, although we must admit ves, Twenty-fou- r
steers, branyear
old
two
three,
exerciand the commencement
part
of
U with inlarger
then'
the
right
shoulder
that
on
ded
ses that will be held at the close
Rates Reasonable.
with bar,
underlined
U
verted
kno.v
We
didn't
children.
are
of school. Mosquero has had a
Can Make Inspection Soon.
thereof
including
increase
the
babies
many
year
very successful school this
that there wereso
Write, Phone or See,
and'
where
thereto;
additions
and the teachers are to be comme in all the universe as we found and
described,
notes
therein
as,
the
donded for their excellent work
scattered over the little town cf payable to said mortgagee and
a grc- ne. we nave leamea111
duly transferred' to the First
NEW MEXICO. at entertainment will inai
MOSQUERO,
be put on Mosquero.
National Bank, of Roy, successor
to said Roy Trust & Savings
Bank, to secure which said conveyances was made are now due
and unpaid; and whereas the
holder of said promissory notes
deems itself insecure; now there
fore, I, C. L. Justice, Cashier,
and authorized agent of said
First National Bank, of Roy,' in
pursuance of the powers in said
chattel mortgages granted, and
at the request of the holder of
said promissory notes, do hereby
eriv0 notice that I will, on the
22nd day of May, A. D. 1922, between the hours of 10 A. M. and
6 P M. of the same day, at the
SO years ago there were 2,699 drug items onUhe
Mitchell Ranch, twelve
Hugh
market. Today there are 45,900 to, say nothing of the
of Roy, in the
miles
northeast
thousands of Sundry and fancy goods items.'
county of Harding, State of New
A drug store capable of supplying you with drugs,
Mexico, offer for sale and sell
goods is a prime requisite. the property conveyed as aforemedicine and
said to the best and highest
We not only carry a complete line of drugs and chem-icle- s
bidder for cash, or satisfactory
goods.
fancy
but also thousands of sundrys and
and upon full and complete
credit
opened
.Remember that our Soda Fountain is now
of said purchase-mone- y
settlement
up for the Summer trade and tha latest drinks and, ice
will deliver the pro-

Geo E. Cochrane COUNTY SEAT
THE
; :
NEWS

hear.
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THE STANDARD DAIRY

I

"

ren-an-

.

lc".a V.

AUCTIONEER

--

Mills, N. M.

hard-worki-

When you buy milk demand the best.
You are not getting the best if you are not
w
clarified milk.
'
Accept no substitute.
day.
each
Two deliveries

.;

getting

Quarts for $1.00

12

H. Kennard & Sons

ng

FATJO'S HONEY

an

Fatjo Apiaries

h

Mosquero Abstract & Title Co.
-

-

ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

as

I

A

(Incorporated and Bonded.)

Insurance of all' kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
Mosquero, New Mexico.

1

GeneraLBlacksmith

and

Machine Work,

ff

J. D. Wade,

I

as

AUCTIONEER

i

All orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by Express or Parcel Post. Our membership in the Florists Telegraph Delivery Association enables us to deliver FloTOrs
for you anywhere in the United States on a few hours
notice.

v

...
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,

.

..

-

Raton Greenhouses

"

V'
-

"'

"THE NAYLORS"
Raton, N;. ML

P. O. Drawer 349

.

,

storm-expose-

Col. B. R Reeder

-

.

I. C. DODDS

The man who wins
is the man who
has prepared

Cli-na- rd

To

the man who saves, the best business opportunity comes when he is prepared'to-take- r
advantage of it..

.

up-to-d-

."

ARE YOU PREPARED TODAY?
IF NOT, you cannot do a better thing' tliah to

"

start an account

MONEY to LOAN

Remejio Lopez

1

1

m

.

creams may be had.

.,

....

'

for Periodials, Kodaks and supplies and dozens of articles that you use every day.
Just Remember, and make your Slogan "TRY THE
DRUG STORE FIRST . " You are sure to find jüst what
you are looking for, at the
,

Also

head-quarte- rs

thereof
perty so sold to the purchaser,
and will apply the proceeds of
the sale as directed by said chattel mortgage.
This 25th day of April, A. D.
1922
C. L,

Cashier
By

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
ML

Bank of Roy
Capital and Surplus
$36,000-0-

i. GIBBS,;Prop.

Justice.

of Roy.
J. B. Lusk,

,

;

Attorney

0

The Roy Garage
which is known as tfee Beck Motor C
Acetylene Welding

Batteries Repaired
Vulcanizing
...
General Auto nad Tractor Repairing
Full Line Accessories
Tires, Tubes, Oils and Gas
.

AH

, , ,

Work Guaranteed.

Heyen & Bowman, Mgrs.
let us figure with you on your
We will come out and pull your at

Come in and

Tractor.

First National Bank,

To-Da- y.

IF YOU are really ambitious to succeed'you will
not neglect this first opportunity antl invita- tion.

1

Trv The Dru;
Store First
sick-roo-

IT TAKES MONEY always to take advantage
: of such opportunity.

in.

Phone No. 8 W.

Mr. Murdock the dentist will
be in Roy from May 21st to 27th
to do dental work. See him at
the W. G. Johnson home of

your dental troubles.

If you want to have a good
time, attend the Base Ball dance
Saturday night lu7 13th, at the
Community Hall,

"THE ARRIVAL OF KnTY"

"THE ARRIVAL OF KITO"
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Southwest News
From All Over

ESCAPED OPERATIONS
Doctor Advised Üse of Lydia E. Pinli-hamVegetable Compound

New Mexico
and Arizona

V

Happy Results in Both Cases
also
Plnlrham'a T.lvan Pilla and
used Lydia E. Pinkham's Sanative
Wash and the capsules and prescript
tion recommended. I am doing all my
work and have gained twenty pounds,
I am taking the medicines still.but I
feel fine. You have my permission to
use this letter for the good of others.
Mrs. MaryMark,87 HamiltonAve.,
White Plains, N. Y.
Some female troubles may through
neglect reach a stage when an operation is necessary. But most of the
commoner ailments are not the surgical ones; they are not caused by
serious' displacements, tumors, or
growths, although the Symptoms
may appear the same.
When distorting ailments first appear, take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to relieve the present distress and prevent more serious troubles. Many letters have been
received from women who have been
restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound after opbeen advised by attend- erations have
! !
ing pnyBiciaas
i
DlrnfA rFAVTCstft1r nnnn 4 A linn jvnf a

Mlaaniirt "Rnth nf BIV
Idea a welled and hurt me so that I
could not move or do any of my work.
There was heavy pressure and pains
through my lower organs and the
's
doctor told me to try Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound for these
troubles. He said I had this one
chance, and if the Vegetable Compound did not help me nothing but an
operation would. After taking several
bottles I felt it was helping me and
now I am able to do my own work. If
my testimonial will help others I shall
be glad for them to read it and hope
your Vegetable Compound will do
them as much good as it did me."
Mrs. Wm. Lockman, 613 N. 4th St,
St Joseph, Mo.
White Plains. N. Y. "I had such a
pain that I could hardly walk and the
doctor said that I needed an operation. I was sick for a year before I
started taking your medicine and I
could not work. 1 saw your advertisement in a little book and that is how
I came to, take Lydia E.. Pinkham's
medicines. I have been taking the
Vegetable Compound ana L,yuia u
fit

TMAnV

Pinkham's Blood Medicine,
l.Aim

V.

Pink-ham-

i mi.i.AWUa

w

1

free upon request. Write
Peculiar to Women" will be sent you Co.,
Lynn, Massachusetts.
to the Lydia E. Pinkliam Medicina
This book contains valuable information.
Remarkable English.
Quite True.
The following Is a specimen of Eng
Howell "Do you think the wrist
watch has come to stay? Powell "I lish as It is printed in a Brazilian
newsDaDer-- :
tope not. I want mine to go."
"Furnltured roms. At hlght and
reapectucby family house two let two
annartaments. beelne lach one of them
possess a magnify plain. Pension of
first ordem. Tel. Ipanema 1,977."
Here is the translation: "Furnished
rooms A high and respectable family
house has to let two large apartments
one of them Dossesses a magnificent
view. Meals of the first order."

Sureüelief
FOR INDIGESTION
6

Bell-an-s

t
SWPi Sure Relief
Hot water

irtv

25i and 754 Packages.

Everywhere

"Vaseline" Carbolated
Petroleum Jelly .
..
.

antiseptic
dressing for cuts,

is an effective,
first-ai-

d

wounds and insect bites.

Ithelpsprevent infection.
CHESEBROUGH MFG. CO.
(Couolidited)

New York

State Street

"WijiiiliiiiiiiiiUi'""

SWAMP-ROO- T

Thousands of women have kidney and
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to ba
nothing else but kidney trouble, or tns
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidners are not in a health
condition, they may cause the other or
gans to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of am
bition, nervousness, are often times symp
toms of kidney trouble.
Dr,
Don't delay starting treatment.
a physician's preKilmer's Swamp-Rooscription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcom
such conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle immediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test thil
ffreat nrenaration send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for, a
sample bottle. When writing be sure ano
mention tins paper. Advertisement.
t,

1

,

! v5,BOLAT6"

HEED

WOMEN

The Bride's Joke.
said the bridesmaid impa
tlentlv to the bride, "are you going to
stand -- there before that mirror all
day? Come on, they're waiting foi
von." '
The bride did not move from the
glass, but . continued gailng at he(
"Mercv

1
1

m

DON'T
DESPAIR
pains or
aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful passage of urine, you will find relief in

If you are troubled with

COLDlaEDAL

The world's standard remedy for Iddney,
Uvr, bladder and uric cid troubles and
National Remedy of Holland sine
Three sizes, all druggists.
Look for Ike Ban Cold Modal on
and aeeopl do imitation

counterfeit nresentment. "Let their
wait," she said calmly. "It is well to
Indulge in some reflection before one
eets married, you know." Boston
Transcript.
ALLEN'S

FOOT-EAS- E

DOES IT

When shoe pinch or corns and buntom
ache, get a package of ALLEN'S FOOT-EAS- E,
the antieeptic powder to be shaken into
01 curm
takes tne sting oui Smarting,
the shoea. Itviven
instant relief to
.nj Knninn.
ol
pounds
1,600,000
Aching, Swollen feet.
powder for the feet were used by our Armjr
juitwhmmwim'
wavy
war.
me
auring
ana

"Luciferous," Illuminated.
Lloyd George is said to have used
the word "luciferous." An unusua'
Mdlectlve. but not. we think, an inven
tlon of his. An Englishman asEed ai
ncnimintance what he would under
stand by "a luciferous story;" Th
other replied: "Like one of yours; I
devilish bad one." Boston Transcript
His Business.

1696.

orar

1"

Brown
nerves."

"That man gets on people'i
Goose

he's a dentist

1"

"Oh !v Why?" "Oh,
London Answers.

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspinri.
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for

WARNING!

Rheumatism
Colds
Headache
Neuritis
Neuralgia'
Toothache
Pain, Pain
Lumbago
Earache
Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper direction,
.

Handy "Dayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of Í4 and 100 Druggists.
o aallCTUeaaU
la tit tit&l Bark Of Bajar lUnuiactnr. at MaanswtlwMaito

AipUlB

(Weittro

Xtww

Union

Nwi Serrta.)

Santa Fs will have a teachers' Insti
tute in June. So Prof. J. D. Silva,
principal of the school at Ciénega,
stated recently, stating that a suffi
cient number of teachers had Den
signed up.
'The Colorado and Gila rivers must
be dammed by holding back in reser
voirs their destructive strength," he
asserted. These floods and their force
can be utilised for power and land
,
reclamation."
The Tucson High School baseball
team captured the high school
at Tucson by defeating ths
Gila Academy nine, 2 to 1, in the third
and deciding game of the University
Week tournament staged at Tucson.
The work of clearing the ground for
the new First National Bank building
In Albuaueraue has been started and
actual construction will be started
soon. When completed the new build
ing will cost over half a million dol
lars.
The summer conference of the Prot
estant EniscoDal missionary district of
New Mexico and West Texas will te
Decision
held In Lns Vegas July
to hold the conference there was waüe
at the convocation, held in Las Vegas
last February. '
Mansranese shipments from the Bos
ton Hill district near Silver City have
been heavy recently, most of the ore
going to the plants of the Colorado
Fuel & Iron Company at ruerno, voio.
A large force of men is now employed
at the mines.
A nrairie fire, which started In one
nf the cañons of Roy. N. M., burned
over several sections recently, and
fame near destroying the homes or sev
eral ranchers. The fact that there was
little wind probably saved the homes
of many of the ranchers.
Thousands of little trout will be
placed in the streams of Colfax coun
ty this snrine by the sportsmen or Ka
Cham-nionshl-

Why Castoria?
Drops and Soothing Syrups' were the remedy
in common use for Infants and Children; Castor OÜ .so nauseating as to ba
almost impossible and the others all containing Opium in one form oí another,,
but so disguised as to make them pleasant to the taste, yet really to stupify the
child and give the appearance of relief from pain.
.
It required years of research to find a purely vegetable combination that
would take the plaoe of these .disagreeable, unpleasant and vicious remedies that
from habit had become almost universal. This was the inception of, and the reason
for, the introduction of Fletcher's Castoria, and for over 30 years it has proven its
worth, received the praise of Physicians everywhere and become a household word

yEAKS ago Castor Oil, Paregoric,

among mothers.
A remedy ESPECIALLY prepared for Infants and Children and no mother
would think of giving to her baby a . remedy that she would use for herself,
without consulting a physician.
.
"

.

Children Cry For

.

tfatr.nntPnNl!)TlmPraoln

5.

ton, N. M. A shipment of lO.OUU was
nliiced in the streams In the Cimarron
country. All were from the hatcnery
on the Pecos and arrived in good con
ditlon.
At the request of the mothers of the
city, the Hot Springs, N. M., council
hns passed a curfew ordinance and In
the future nil the kiddles must be off
the streets by 9 o'clock in the evening.
Several of the mothers have offered to
act as night marshal of the town to
see that this Is enforced.
A new western empire with an as
semblase of industries that will aston
Ish the world will result from harness
Inc of the Colorado river, Colonel Wll
Ham A. Glassford declared at a dinner
In Phoenix of the National Reclama
He is chairman ol
tion Association.
the association's committee on organ
tzatlon.
The nrotrresa of Arizona can be
traced with accuracy by the develop
ment of her road building, Governor
Thos. E. Campbell told delegates to the
United States Good Roads Association
in an address of welcome which fea
tured the opening program of the na
tional convention recently held In
Phoenix.
Selection of Greenville, S. C, as the
1923 convention city of the United
States Good Roads and the P.nnUhend"
National Highway Associations; reelection of all national officers of the
Rankhead Asociation, and adoption ol
extension of
a report recommending
the Bankhead system" to Mexico City
were features of the closing session ol
the two good ronds organizations' annual joint meeting at Phoenix.
Plats have been filed in Lordsburg
N. M, for the new town or VIrden, located in some of the best farming country of the upper Gila river Country.

There are already several houses- - on
the new site and streets have been laid
out running eat, west, north and
South. A tree planting campaign will
be started soon.
Nogales recently entertained one ol
visthe largest crowds of
itors in its history. Fully 2,000 people
visited from Phoenix, Tucson and other points, attracted by a bull fight, held
In Plaza Reforma in Nogales, Sonora,
In honor of delegates to the United
States Good Roads and Bahkliead National Highway Associations' conven- '
tions, concluded at Phoenix.
Hugh Kennedy, 17, of Mayfield,
Okla., died while en route to a Pres-cot- t
hospital from Ash Fork, as a result of gunshot wounds and Injuries
sustained in n fall from an east bound
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fé freight
train near Seligmnn, Ariz. Kennedy,
who partially recovered consciousness
before his death, told officers that he
had been thrown from the train artei
having been shot twice by an unknown
traveling companion.
From $8.ii0 to $3.50 a ton on cottoi
seed from Las Cruces to El Paso is tht
reduction announced by W. R. Urown.
general freight agent of the Santa F
Railway Company at EI Paso, In a letter to Robert P. Porter, head of the
Porter Lumber Company 'at Las
Cruces.
Articles of Incorporation for the
Copper Queen Extension Mining Company of Kisiiec have been approved by
the State Corporation Commission. Tht
new company was Incorporated with a
capital stock of $1,500,000, divided in
o shores of tie pur value of ÍI each

Have You Tried It?

ThcrcboiinéDW

ChccrfütaessandlI
nPhOolüm,Morpluneni

Everybody has read tie above headline; how many believe it?
in the home, and has that dear little mite
Have you a little-on- e
when its stomach was not just right felt the comforts that come with
the use of Fletcher's Castoria? You have heard the cry of pain.
Have you heard them cry for Fletcher's Castoria? Try it.

ücral.KoTNAHCOTW

of CasJust help baby out of its trouble tomorrow with a taste
in the
look
the
cry,
of
the
tone
in
the
toria. Watch the difference
complete
is
transformation
The
fingers.
eye, the wiggle in the tiny
from pain to pleasure. Try it.
You'll find a wonderful lot of information about Baby in the
booklet that is wrapped around every bottle of Fletcher's Castoria.
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ALWAYS

Bears the "Signature of

Exact Copy of Vrapper.

THI e.NTAUH COMPANY.

And the Discussion Ended.
Mistake.
Two little boys, living in different
Joseph Levenson, head of New
fork's motion picture censorship, said towns, one day were visiting an aunt
in a distant city. A discussion arose
at a luncheon:
"The movie do a lot of good. But between them as to the merits of their
they do harm, too, sometimes. Think home towns. The heights of their respective churches became a part of
of the love affairs they break off 1"
" 'It's all over,' a young man groaned the discussions,
"Our church reaches above the
one day. 'It's all over now between
said one.
Mabel and me.'
"Our church reaches to the sky,"
f 'Sorry to hear that, old chap,' said
a second young man. 'What caused retorted the other.
"Oh, but the steeple of our church
the split, may I ask?' .
'"I took Mabel to the movies last - reached clear above the sky and
night, and she said that the heroine- punched a hole through heaven," exof the serial called 'The Pact of claimed the first boy, and this closed
the argument.
Death" was a beautiful girl.

His. Great

i KW YORK

CITY.

King George Democratic.

"When he is out of the public eya
King George often sacrifices appearIndeed, while in
ance for comfort
"
conversation with him not long ago
I noticed that one of the shots he
wore was adorned with a patch !" This
Is one of many' intimate anecdotes of
his long connection with the royal
family told by Ernest Brooks, O. B. E.,
the accredited royal photographer,
in the Strand magazine. Queen Mary's
favorite portrait of Princess Mary reveals something of the king's tastes
In regard to feminine fashions. When
Mr. Brooks showed the king the first
print, his majesty raised an objection
to the width of the panniers on either
side of the princess' frock and orBrief and Comprehensive.
dered him to have them taken out of
agency
express
an
Ben Dierks has
and transfer business in a village in the negative.
Sonoma county, California. Recently
Nothing to Choose Between Them.
he detailed one of his teamsters with
Husband Ha, ha, ha Did you ever
a wagon and pair to take a San Francisco man and wife to their country see a funnier sight than a woman tryplace a few miles put of town. . The ing to drive a nail?
Wife Yes; a man "trying to wrap
bill, as rendered by the teamster,
read: "Haul grip, grub, and people, up a bundle fdr the laundry London
Answers.
three hours, three' dollars."
tree-tops- ."

"

"'Well?'
" 'Well, I agreed with her.'
Spoiled Her Evening.
"Maud says she didn't have a good
t(me at the reception at all."
"What was the trouble?"
"She'd heard a choice bit of gossip
about a girl who was there, and the
girl kept within hearing distance all
the time, so that Maud didn't have a
chance to tell It." Boston. Transcript.

f

1

The Thrifty Citizen Who
TV Caught the Plugged Nickel

AS

-

G71ÍR. BROWN had swallowed his lunch and had
paid his bill. Cautiously he counted his change.
"Here!" he said, sharply, "Take back this-- , plugged
nickel and give me a good one!"
Mr. Brown walked proudly out. They couldn't
fool old Brown.
But old Brown had fooled himself.

C

ÉflllíIlTr.
WWW

:

Brown's day was heavy and dulL
He lacked pep."5 There was a
drowsy spell when
he needed to be awake the direct
and natural result of heavy, starchy
breakfasts and lunches, taken on
faith and without question as to
value just because the food looked
end tasted like food.
Thousands of shrewd business
men who count their change, take
their food for granted.
That's what builds up the sanitarium business, and puts the tired
"all done" feeling into the
of a business day.
mid-afterno-

'

mid-afterno- on

--

Grape-Nut- s

v

'

Grape-Nuis a scientific food
whose delicious, appetizing flavor
and crispness are an introduction to
ts

well-balanc-

ed

a

nourishment

nourishment easily and quickly assimilated, so that body, brain and
nerves are well fed and kept free
of the stored up poisons left by so
foods.
many
Served with cream or good milk,
ts
is a complete food, always ready, always a delight to the
taste and always a safe selection
for the man who thinks his stomach
on
is entitled to some of the same
he gives to his pocket
Grape-Nu-

The Body Builder
"There's a Reason"

Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc., Battle Creek, Mich,

pro-tecti-

The

Roy. Harding Corf&ty,

panísh-America- a,
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Mexico, Saturday May 13, 1922.

MILLS AND VICINITY

If it's Clean Pure Milk
you want, here is the place.
Twelve quarts for one
dollar. And remember our
cows are tuberculosis tested.

Just one more week of school.

Personal Mention

Mrs. S. T Ansley accompanied
The Sunshine Sunday School
Class on a picnicing excursion.

.

the canyons last Saturday,
a jolly good time in
Mr. W. E. Carter, prominent spite of
got
fact
the
Golden West Dairy.
farmer of north of Mills, was wet coming home that they
a Roy visitor Thursday attendT. E. Michell's hired man of
ing to business matters.
near Albert was. in - Mills One
Jesse M. Johnson, prominent
day last week and bought materof north of Roy, was trafarmer
Well ! are you getting ready ial for a wind mill tower.
nsacting
business in the city
base-ball
game Sunday, M. C. Speaks is visiting friends
for that
if not you should, for the boys in Mills on his road home from Thursday.
promise to make it interesting Joplin, Missouri. He will leave
for all of us fans. Come out and soon to establish a residence on Micky Floersheim, Wm. G.
Johnson and Neis Benson have
shout them to victory. I ;
his 640 acre homestead near been busy this week setting out
Stanley, N. M.
some shade trees on their lots
r- - NOTICE
We tried to report last week north of towi.
that J. W: Cartero? Abbott was
All members of the Roy Post milking 14 cows but the corres
boys
Dont forget the base-ba- ll
No. 33 American Legion. are pondent got 'stailed to making- dánce
community hall
at
the
requested to be present at tne fours, and could not ston. Mr. Saturday night May 13th, a good
next regular meeting' Tuesday Carteí- Vas much amazed $hen time is assured everyone.
night May 16th as very impor- he read in the S A; that he "war
tant business is to come before milking 144 cows.
At The Roy Theatre
'
Dr. S. A. Bright of Albuquer
the Post in regards to memorial
Night, The 13th
Saturday
exercises.
que, district superintendent or
Ray
Chas
Rifles will be here.
the Methodist Church will be in
With
Homer Holmes,
Mills on the 23rd inst., and hold
Bessie Barríscale
Post Commander. services in the evening
'
In
A. D. Hurford is drilling oats
Hick
The
LOADING 100 CARS OF COAL for Miss Virginia McClure.
,
Also The Jungle Flashlight
Rev. James Fletcher organized A Wild Animal Drama.
EVERY DAY AT DAWSON
a band of Boy Scouts last WedE. E. Rivers returned Sat- nesday. The executive comComing "No Woman Knows"
urday evening from a tour of mittees are Dr. O. B'. Moon, Watch for the date. Universal
watch inspection on the Dawson C: S. Jones, W. H. McMinn, H. Special.
branch. He left Monday for the L. Boyd and C. E. Holcomb.
south end of the Southwestern Rev. Fletcher is Scout Moster NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
and expects to return Friday. and Elton Porter assistant.
Mr. Rivers says over a hundred
The. different grades in the
Department of the Interior
cars of coal a day are being school are busily practicing on an U. S. LAND OFFICE AT Clayloaded at Dawson.
entertainment of some kind ton, New Mexico.
which they intend to give at the
NOTICE is hereby given that
WORK ON SALVAGE SCHOOL close of the term.
David M. Valdez, of Albert, Hard
:
BUILDING STARTED
The play given by Solano ing Co., New Mexico, who on
Tuesday night was very poorly January, 6th, 1921. made Addl.
Contractor T. A. Brown arriv- attended on account of the high Homestead Entry, No.
ed in Roy Sunday and got busy wind. The people in the counfor Lot 1, NEi4NWW Sec.
with a large force of men Mon- try would not venture out and 18, Twp. 21 N. R. 29 E. EI2N-EVSection 13, Township 21 N.
day salvaging the burned school face the dust.
Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
building. There will be several
has filed notice of intention to
NOTICE FOR BIDS
thousand dollars salvage in the
make Final Three Year Proof,
ruins and it is the intention to
get the place cleaned up and be
Noticp is hprphv triven thaV'to establish claim to tne lana a- ready to start the school building sealed bids will be received by bovédescribed, before F. H. Fos
ns sooh as the insurance money the Board of Education of Roy ter, U, S. Commissioner, at his
is collected. A settlement has Independent School District No. office at Roy, New Mexico, on
been effected, with four com- 3, Roy, Harding County, New the 25th., day of May, 1922
Claimant names as witnesses:
panies and a. settlement with Mexico, up to 8 o'clock. P. ;M.
Alerino Dellerrera, Ed. Sandoval
the other company is expected Monday: Junev 5th 1922,iin a few days. The building will
drivers of the sjx "school of Albert, New Mexicd and W.
exbe
just
probably
routes for said district. The P. Carter, and D. R. Gallegos
actly like the one burned to the bidders for said routes are to of Kephart, New Mexico.
H. H. Errett,
ground. The debris frou'i the furnish their own trucks, also
'
Register.
old building is being used to gas and oil etc., and said bid
pike the road just west of the must state specif ioaly- which
route bid is for and what kind of RARE BARGAIN IN PIANO
f crushed tile being placed in conveyance will be used in serthe. road and this will be covered ving the route. Bids will be by .We have a high grade piano
with a layer of cinders making the calender month commencing in our possession near Roy. For
it as good as a regular pike road. the first Monday in September. quick disposal we will greatly
the price. 1 erms to reThe routes to be bid on are: sacrifice
party. Write at once
sponsible
Annette Delano and her
Pleasant View, Wagner, Monto-y- a if interested to the Denver Musof young lady riders, her rePocket.Rock Springs, the Bi:;
Co., Denver, Colo.
markable earner pigeons and the by route northwest from town ic
scores of renowned Gentry am-- . and the Mahoney route north of
$10.00 REWARD
mal actors, human circus stars town. The general description
Two Elk teeth in gold
LOST
an'd unusual novelty features of these routes, length of same
mounting,
finder please return
'
will be seen when Gentry Bros. and other information can be
E. J. Floersheim and receive
to
Shows and Wild Animal Arena secured from the acting secre
reward.
come to Roy on Saturday May tary of said board.
All bids should be sealed and
exhibit afternoon and
20th, to
: .
.i . At.
i paraae
TEE
tne principal i marked on envelope just which
nigm anai 10
mile
re
should
a
route
morning
on
and
bid is
with
streets that
of pageantry and open air review addressed to Board of Education,
of great beauty and colorful at- Dist.. No. 3, Roy New Mexico.
tractiveness, including open and
The Board of Education reclosed cages, camel tandem tea- serves the right to reject any
ms, mounted bands, 200 ponies, and all bids.
C. L. Justice, President of the
beautiful horses, elephants, dromedaries, clowns, tableau wag- Board of Education, District No.
ons and Mother goose floats fil- 8, Roy, New Mexico.
led with tíie most beautiful and
Attest:
most intelligent performing dogs
William G. Johnson, Acting
M
Clerk '
in the world.
o

M. R. James is a new reader
of the S A. this week.

Floyd Pritz of Pasemonte, was
in fown on business Wednesday.
S. B. Jones of Mills was atbusiness ; in Roy

tending to
Thursday.

W. C Wickham, of Mosquero,
was in town on business last
Wednesday.
C. E Hobson and wife spent
's
Monday evening with Mr.
Hob-son-

father near Pasamonte.
Every body, including' Pa and
Ma and all the kids are going to
the Gentry Brothers show which
will be in Roy Saturday "May 20.

and had

YES, CHEAPER THAN
EVER
over, but we are still
selling groceries cheaper than you
can buy them at wholesale.

The sale

is

Make us prove it.

-

-

-

10

un Saturday May 13th we will sell all groceries at
less than marked price and give the party making.

the largest cash purchase a 50 lb sack of Diamond M
flour absolutely free.
Sure we handle ice, and make daily deliveries.
Also Fruits; Notions, Oils etc.
We want your business. Produce taken same as cash.

i

Mr. T. E. Mitchell of Albert,
N. M. has gone to Alpine. Texas, to which point he is shipping a fine bunch of registered
Ik'ieford cattle.
.

'

R. C. Grunig. has moved his
saw mill and outfit to the canyons near the Dan Lumbach
place where he expects to cut
several hundred thousand feet of
luiabfr.

Gentry Brothers show which
will be in Roy Saturday May 20,
has 16 long cars of animals and
paraphanalia. Also two independent bands Be sure and make
this day a holiday. Watch for
the big street parade.

.

.

027-31- 3,

A nicf rain visited .the mesa
last Sunday, but we still need
On some
considerable more.
parts of the mesa the rain wás
much heavier than on other
pf.rtsProbably the average
was about one half inch.
-

The graduation'exercises which
were to be held at the St. Georges School last Monday were
postponed indefinately on' account of sickness and in as much
as school closed and several of
thft pupils live far distant from
Roy the,, program will not be
yen'hefore the opening of
school next fall.

THE CITY MEAT
MARKET
OSCAR KIDD Prop.

ROY, N. M.

EFFECIENT AUTO
REPAIRING
v

4,

--

foi-truc- k

.

ed

4

art
Our workmen are real
Is truly an

mechanics who have
gone thru the school of
experience. ...

SERVtCEGÁRÁGE
t
.. . .. r-

-

RAYMOND PENDETON, MGR.

'

-

A., A., Kidd prominent

ranchof southwest, of Roy suf-

man
fered an attack of paralysis last
Friday night nd is in a very
serious condition at the home of
his son Oscar. Mr, Kidd had a
lisht stroke a few weeks ago
while riding horseback, but paid
little attention to it, but the
stroke Friday was very severe
causing complete loss of use of
the right side of the body. As
we go to press Mr. Kidd is
nicely and hopes are held out
for his complete recovery. ,
do-ji;-

sr

Mr. Albert Bacharach, one of

our prosperous

merchants, has
moved his stock of groceries, dry
goods, shoes etc into the building vacated by the S. E Paxton
Grocery Co., and now has one of
stores in town. He
the
is adding new goods daily and is
selling them at prices that are
right. Mr Bacharach is to be
congratulated on his change and
the improvements he has made
in his store, the past few weeks.
te

James S. Christman
Driller and Contractor

Deep Holes a Specialty
Custom Plowing, Large Tracts

.J

ROY. NEW MEXICO- -

1

For the best Service,

:

J1-.-

-

-3

Qualit3rand Price

MONEY! MONEY!:
Trade with- -

TO LO AN
STRAIGHT

S.E. PAXTON GROCERY
COMPANY

PER CENT
.

chultz & John son
ROY,

NEW MEXICO.

;

Fresh Vegtables every Saturday

